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In this special issue of An Cosantóir marking 50
years of Defence Forces’ involvement with United
Nations peacekeeping we hope to give our readers a
greater understanding of our overseas experience to
date. It is not intended as a definitive history of our
UN service, although of course we have tried to be
as accurate as possible in relation to dates, missions and key players.
For anyone joining the Defence Forces today, overseas service is part and parcel of life within the
forces, with some 59,000 individual tours of duty having been completed over the last 50 years. Yet, in 1958
the notion of serving abroad wearing an Irish army
uniform was far from anyone’s thoughts. However, in
that year the opportunity arrived when Ireland
acceded to a request from the UN Security Council
and dispatched a group of 50 officers to serve as
observers with UNOGIL in Lebanon.
Since then, the Defence Forces has had a continuous presence on UN missions around the world,
either as peacekeepers or as observers.
The initial observer mission was soon followed by
our first major troop contingent, which went to the
Congo in 1960 to serve with ONUC.
Today, the Defence Forces has over 811 personnel
serving in a variety of missions throughout the world,
with the most recent being the deployment of 97 Inf Bn
as part of the UN-mandated, EU-led force in Chad.
In viewing our overseas experience for this issue
we have taken a look at each ten-year period since
1958 and we have also included a timeline of key
dates in national, international, UN and
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Defence Forces’ history over these periods. These,
we hope, will help to put these missions into their
historical context.
For the Irish soldier, overseas service has provided
an opportunity to practice their profession in an operational environment, to travel, to see new places and
meet different peoples, to sample foreign cultures,
and, importantly, to make a difference where and when
they could. It gives soldiers a break from the routine of
barrack life back home, and although overseas service
itself has its own routine of duties and patrolling it
offers challenges to the professional soldier in
regards to operating in harsh and hostile environments, and fosters comradeship through shared hardships and reliance on your fellow soldiers.
During our service overseas we have lost 85 of our
comrades in the line of duty. They and their families
have made the ultimate sacrifice for the noble cause
of trying to protect the vulnerable and bring peace to
troubled regions. And regardless of the dangers and
risk of personal harm, volunteers still willingly step
up to the mark to proudly wear the tricolour on their
shoulder representing Ireland and projecting our
Irish ideals of protecting the weak and oppressed.
On behalf of An Cosantóir I would like to thank all
our contributors, advertisers, and staff for helping to
produce this special issue, which we hope will help
mark this important anniversary.
Finally, I would like to dedicate this magazine to
the memory of all those who have died on active
service with the Defence Forces, at home and
abroad. We will never forget.
Sgt David Nagle
An Cosantóir
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5O YEARS OF PEACEKEEPING

t is a signal honour to congratulate the Defence Forces on the
fiftieth anniversary of their first
participation in a United
Nations peacekeeping mission.
Ireland’s record of service in
these missions is second-tonone. The Defence Forces have
made, and continue to make, a
significant contribution to such
missions throughout the world.
Since the first such mission in
1958, Ireland has participated
continuously in United Nations
operations, undertaking some
59,000 individual tours of duty.
This represents a major contribution for a nation of our size, and
has been made possible only by
the willingness of our servicemen
and women to respond so generously to calls from the United
Nations down the years.
From the Congo to Kosovo to
Lebanon to Liberia, the men and
women of the Defence Forces
have never hesitated when the
call has come from some of the
world’s most dangerous conflict
zones. Wherever they have gone they have made a real and lasting contribution to the lives of imperilled communities.

Message from the
Minster for Defence
Mr Willie O’Dea TD
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It is my privilege, as President, to pay tribute to the men and women
of our Defence Forces, and thank the individual servicemen and women
who have served, together with their family and loved ones who bear the
brunt of their absence. Your courage, dedication and professionalism add
immeasurably to Ireland’s store. We are truly grateful.

Mary McAleese
President of Ireland
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5O YEARS OF PEACEKEEPING

his year is a special year in the history of Óglaigh na hÉireann
in that it marks the 50th anniversary of Ireland’s first participation in a United Nations peacekeeping mission. This historic
anniversary is being celebrated with great pride in recognition
of the many tours of duty undertaken by generations of Irish servicemen and women.
Participation in overseas peacekeeping missions is a key element of Ireland’s foreign policy and has been an important dimension in meeting Ireland’s international obligations as a member of
the UN and the EU. For over 50 years the United Nations has symbolized Ireland’s best hopes for a world at peace. I believe there is
a simple reason for this commitment. The United Nations stands
for the rule of law, for social and political justice and for the
peaceful settlement of disputes.
These are important principles for us. They are at the heart of
our identity. For although we sometimes forget it, the highest hope
of the global community is to achieve what we in Ireland have
achieved for ourselves: a means of living together in peace and
understanding.
Ireland’s Defence Forces have gained extensive experience in
peacekeeping over the years, and Ireland is regularly approached
as a source of peacekeeping personnel and expertise. Relative to
our size and our available resources and capabilities, both financial and military, Ireland is proportionately a very large peacekeeping contributor within the international community. Since 1958,
Ireland has participated continuously in United Nations peacekeeping operations, a service which has comprised more than
59,000 individual tours of duty.
Today’s inheritors of our proud tradition of peacekeeping are
serving in UN mandated missions across the globe, from Chad to
the Middle East, Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan. The men and
women of the Irish Defence Forces have never hesitated to deploy
into some of the world’s most dangerous conflict zones. Wherever
they have gone with the United Nations in the cause of peace, they
have made a real and lasting contribution to the lives of the local
communities.
The Defence Forces have brought great honour on Ireland
through their participation in peace support operations. However,
this participation has come at a high price. 85 members of the
Defence Forces have paid the ultimate price in the cause of peace.
Our thoughts and prayers are with those peacekeepers and their
families.
Over the past number of years, the nature of peacekeeping
operations has changed extensively, from traditional UN led “Blue
Hat” missions, to multifaceted regionally-led peace operations,
with the onus being placed on regional states to organise and
assemble peacekeeping troops for the purpose of discharging a
UN Mandate. Within the European Union, the evolution of the
European Security and Defence Policy has placed greater responsibilities on individual Member States both collectively and individually to contribute personnel in support of UN Mandated crisis
management operations. The development of European military
capabilities is particularly important as we seek together to support the Union in responding to the challenges of an increasingly
more globalised world and in supporting the United Nations.
The Defence Forces have shown the capacity and experience
to respond to the changing nature of peace support operations by
modernising and enhancing their capabilities, to be ideally placed
to respond to the more complex and demanding peace support and
crisis management operations of today. We are currently contributing 811 Defence Forces personnel to 17 different missions

T

throughout the world. On August 1st 2007, Ireland assumed the role
of Framework Nation for the Multinational Task Force Centre in the
International Security Presence in Kosovo (KFOR) for a period of
12 months. The appointment of Brigadier General Gerry Hegarty to
command the Multinational Task Force Centre of KFOR (1,800
troops from six nations) is an indication of the high standing of the
Irish Defence Forces on the international scene. It is the first time
that Ireland has commanded a brigade-size force in a multinational
peace support operation. Undertaking this responsibility is an indication of both the experience of our troops in crisis management
operations and the regard in which our international partners hold
them.
This year also sees the Defence Forces maintaining Ireland’s
long and historic association with the African continent with the
deployment of a contingent of over 400 personnel to Chad. In addition, the appointment in October 2007 of an Irish officer, Lt Gen Pat
Nash, as EU Operational Commander of this EU-led UN-mandated
operation in the Republic of Chad and the Central African
Republic, known as EUFOR TCHAD/RCA, is recognition of the professional standing and experience of the Irish Defence Forces in
the field of peace support operations generally. In addition, our
investment, over the past 10 years, in equipment, training and infrastructure means that we now have the internal capacity to step up
our game and undertake this most difficult of missions.
The new mission in Chad will be undertaking a vital task in providing basic security for over 400,000 refugees, many fleeing the
Darfur crisis, and will facilitate the delivery of humanitarian aid
and the free movement of humanitarian personnel to these victims
of the Darfur atrocities. On my recent visit to meet our troops in
Chad there I saw the dangers our personnel face and the hardships
they endure as part of their mission. Óglaigh na hÉireann are making a vital and important contribution to bringing stability to a key
region in Africa, as they have done in Liberia and Lebanon and on
so many occasions in the past. They will be in my thoughts and
prayers throughout the duration of their tour of duty in Chad.
While the larger missions in Chad, Lebanon, Ethiopia and
Eritrea and Kosovo grab much of the media attention, I would like
to pay particular tribute to the large number of personnel who
serve and have served in a multitude of other posts throughout the
world, as staff officers, advisers, military observers, monitors and
experts on missions in countries such as the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, the Ivory Coast, Western Sahara and also in the
Middle East. These much unheralded activities of the Defence
Forces are key enablers in supporting critical missions in often difficult and personally challenging operations. They also enable
Ireland, despite limited resources, to contribute to a wider range of
important missions than might otherwise be the case and contribute in turn to Ireland’s standing on the international stage.
In conclusion, I want, on my own behalf and on behalf of the
Government to thank all serving members of Óglaigh na hÉireann
and Defence Force Veterans across the country, for their courage
and commitment during the past 50 years. Their dedication and
service contributes in no small measure to the excellent reputation
that Ireland holds as a member of the international community and
as a major contributor to international peace and security across
the globe.

Willie O’Dea
Minister for Defence
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Message from the
Chief of Staff of the Defence Forces
Lt Gen Dermot Earley
t is with a great sense of pride that I pen this
message for inclusion in the special edition of
An Cosantóir to mark the 50th Anniversary of
the Defence Forces involvement in United
Nations Peacekeeping Operations. We can all be
rightly proud of this magnificent record of
Defence Forces service under the Blue Flag of
the United Nations, which is unbroken since
1958.
On June 26th we will celebrate the 50th
Anniversary throughout the Defence Forces with
special commemorative events both at home and
abroad. The highlight will be a parade in McKee
Barracks where we will be honoured by the presence of An Taoiseach, Mr Brian Cowen TD and
our Minister for Defence Mr Willie O’Dea TD
The significance of this Anniversary is
demonstrated by the decision of An Post to
launch a special commemorative stamp during
the ceremonies in McKee Barracks. It is appropriate that the stamp will feature five of the original peacekeepers who served with that first
mission, The United Nations Observer Group in
Lebanon (UNOGIL).
It will be a privilege for me as Chief of Staff of
Óglaigh na hÉireann to meet seven of the nine
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surviving members of this Mission on June 26th
2008. The fifty officers who deployed were the
pathfinders for the about 59,000 tours of duty that
would follow UNOGIL, which was based on the
Syrian-Lebanese Border to our most recent deployment of the 97 Infantry Battalion to Chad earlier
this year. Tragically one of these officers Colonel
Justin MacCarthy DSM would lose his life later in a
road traffic accident in the Congo having served
not only in UNOGIL but also as Deputy Chief of
Staff of The United Nations Truce Supervision
Organisation (UNTSO).
The death of Colonel MacCarthy and 84 other
members of the Defence Forces who died while
serving overseas is not forgotten and our thoughts
will be with their families on June 26th. Such sacrifice is a constant reminder to us that service with
the Defence Forces in operations around the world
can result in the paying of the ultimate sacrifice.
Our role as peacekeepers has been as varied as
it has been challenging. From our initial role as
unarmed Observers in 1958 we would rapidly be
called on to deploy Infantry Battalions and
Armoured Groups for service in the Congo.
Generations of soldiers would serve in areas of
operation as diverse as the Sinai, East Timor,
Somalia and Liberia. In 2008 we can deploy Special
Forces Units, Formation Headquarters, Logistics
Units, Observers and Advisors in addition to everpresent Infantry Battalions to every continent.
The future development of the Defence Forces is
intricately linked with United Nations mandated
Overseas Service. I call on serving members,
including those Reservists who will deploy abroad
in 2009 to match the example set by our comrades
over the last fifty years. They have demonstrated
courage and integrity and served Ireland to the
highest standard.
I wish to express my thanks to all who served in
every mission we have undertaken in the past fifty
years along with my good wishes to those serving
presently and to those who will serve in future.
Ba mhaith liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil le gach
baill d'Óglaigh na hÉireanna rinne dualgas sna misin
ar fad ina raibh muid pairt iontú le caoga bliain anuas
agus guím gach dea-ghuí orthú síud atá ar dualgas
faoi lathair agus a bheidh ar dualgas sa todhchaí.

Dermot Earley
Lieutenant General
Chief of Staff
AN COSANTÓIR
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reland has accorded central importance to the
United Nations since it became a member in 1955,
and within the UN system has supported effective
international action in areas such as disarmament,
peacekeeping development and human rights. It has
been a strong defender of the primary role of the
Security Council in the maintenance of international
peace and security.
In line with this approach, Ireland has taken seriously its obligation under the United Nations
Charter to make available to the Security Council
armed forces, assistance and facilities, in order to
contribute to the maintenance of international peace
and security. This is reflected in Ireland’s continuous
involvement in peacekeeping operations mandated
or authorised by the United Nations Security
Council, since 1958.
Ireland has a long and well-regarded history of
participation in overseas missions under UN mandates. The Defence Forces, and in more recent years
An Garda Síochána, have gained extensive experience in peacekeeping and have been regularly
approached as a source of personnel. Relative to our
size and our available resources and capabilities,
both financial and military, Ireland is proportionally a
very large peacekeeping contributor within the international community. The Defence Forces has also
paid a price for our involvement with 85 of our troops
losing their lives while on overseas service.
The Defence Forces’ involvement in United
Nations peacekeeping has been continuous since

I

June 1958 when the first group of officers went to
Lebanon as observers with United Nations
Observation in Lebanon (UNOGIL). In the 50 years
since then Irish military personnel have completed
59,000 tours of duty mostly of six months duration.
Over 40,000 tours of duty have been completed in three
major force missions: ONUC in the Congo; UNIFIL in
Lebanon and UNFICYP in Cyprus. The Defence Forces
ended its commitment to UNFICYP in May 2005, when
the last Irish officer ended his tour of duty. The largest
troop-contributing mission the Irish Defence Forces
has been involved in to date was UNIFIL with over
31,000 tours of duty completed since the mission
began in 1978. Sadly this was not without cost as 46
personnel lost their lives in the service of peace in
Lebanon. In 2001, 89 Inf Bn was the last Irish battalion
to serve in UNIFIL. However, following a request from
the UN in 2006 the Defence Forces sent two infantry
groups (34 and 36 Inf Gps) to Lebanon between
October 2006 and October 2007 as part of the UN’s
reinforcement of UNIFIL in the aftermath of that summer’s conflict between the Israeli army and Hezbollah.
Today the Defence Forces continues to supply a
small group to UNIFIL HQ in Naquora.
In 1993 a major change occurred when the UN
requested Defence Forces’ participation in UNOSOM II.
The decision to deploy two transport units to Somalia
required the passing of special legislation in the Dáil
to allow for participation in a mission with a mandate
that included peace-enforcement, as envisaged under
Chapter VII of the United Nations Chapter. The

OVERVIEW
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rules of engagement, with force protection, which
remains a major priority, being provided by Mowag
APCs.
In more recent years the Defence Forces has
adopted a policy of sending peacekeeping forces to
areas of conflict for a set period of time as distinct
from giving an open-ended commitment, as was the
case with UNIFIL. In this respect we saw the Defence
Forces serve with UNMEE, in Eritrea, from November
2001 to June 2003, where a total of 630 tours of duty
were completed, and to UNTAET/UNMISET in East
Timor, from February 2000 to May 2004, with 271 tours
of duty.
UNMIL in Liberia was the next focus for a large
deployment of our troops and this ended with 96 Inf
Bn in May 2007. Again UNMIL was a peace-enforcement operation in which Irish troops contributed
greatly to stabilising the situation in that country.
Their primary function was to act as the Quick
Reaction Force for the Force Commander, to deal with
situations as they arose. A feature of this deployment
was the fact that a company of Swedish troops served
under Irish command.

In more recent years
the Defence Forces has
adopted a policy of
sending peacekeeping
forces to areas of conflict for a set period of
time as distinct from
giving an open-ended
commitment, as was
the case with UNIFIL.
In this respect we saw
the Defence Forces
serve with UNMEE, in
Eritrea, from
November 2001 to
June 2003, where a
total of 630 tours of
duty were completed,
and to UNTAET/
UNMISET in East Timor,
from February 2000 to
May 2004, with 271
tours of duty.

Traditionally, Irish troops serving overseas
have provided humanitarian assistance to
the local population in areas that include
the provision of medical and dental care;
restoration and repair of essential services; rebuilding and repair of local churches,
mosques and schools; and assistance to
local enterprises.
Defence Forces’ experience prior to 1993 had been the
deployment of peacekeepers into Chapter VI situations
where there was a peace agreement or truce, or one in
the process of being put in place; UNIFIL being a classic case in point where peacekeepers served as
buffers between opposing forces, supporting disarmament and disengagement and reporting impartially on
all activities within the area of operations.
With the increasing use of Chapter VII-type missions, peacekeepers are likely to incur some level of
hostility, if not outright aggression, from one or more
factions to the conflict. These types of missions
require a much greater level of co-operation and
interoperability between the forces of contributing
countries to ensure that the overall force can operate
as an effective combat unit in enforcing its mandate.
This is particularly so in the case of Defence Forces
personnel serving in KFOR, which is a UN-mandated,
NATO-led mission. The Defence Forces have to date
contributed eight transport companies and ten
infantry groups to this mission with 38 Inf Gp currently deployed since April 2008.
The APC companies of 27 and 28 Inf Gps were
under the operational control of the Finn/Irish Battle
Group Commander, who was a Finnish officer. In
November 2004, the APC Coy of 29 Inf Gp became a
manoeuvre company of Multi-National Brigade Centre
(MNB-C), again commanded by a Finnish Officer,
while currently the APC company of 38 Inf Gp comes
under the command of Irishman Brig Gen Gerry
Hegarty, who was appointed Commander MultiNational Taskforce Centre with KFOR in Kosovo in
June 2007. The operational control of Irish troops by a
non-Irish commander was a new departure and to
date the experience has been very positive.
Within KFOR Irish troops operate under robust
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In addition to peacekeeping deployments the
Defence Forces has made a significant contribution
to observer/monitoring missions throughout the
world, with its personnel being very well regarded in
this role. The UN attaches great importance to having experienced observers available at short notice
and the Defence Forces has generally been able to
respond to requests as demand have arisen. The
deployment of personnel on observer/monitoring
missions provides the Defence Forces with the
opportunity to contribute to a wide number of missions. The longest running observer mission the
Defence Forces has been involved in is UNTSO,
which began in 1958 and continues to this day.
The Defence Forces has also provided officers on
secondment to the UN Relief Works Agency
(UNWRA) in the Middle East and to Goal, Concern
and the ICRC in Somalia, Sudan, Angola and
Rwanda.
In 1999 and 2000, Defence Forces medical personnel served with a small humanitarian group in
Honduras after Hurricane Mitch and in September
2005 four officers served with the Aceh Monitoring
Mission following the Tsunami in the Far East.
The Defence Forces has amassed a wide range
of skills and experiences in peacekeeping since 1958
and has always been keen to remain abreast of
developments. In 1993, a school was established in
the Military College that became the United Nations
Training School Ireland (UNTSI) in November 1994.
The principle aim of the school was to ensure that
Defence Forces training for peacekeeping would be
of the highest standard in all aspects of today’s
complex peace-support operations. UNTSI draws
on the exceptional range of experience gained by
Irish peacekeeping soldiers on many missions
worldwide as it fulfils its roles, which include: conducting pre-deployment briefings for all overseas
units; conducting pre-deployment briefings and
training of military observers, staff officers and
NCOs; conducting international courses for military
observers, staff officers and military police; conducting other courses and seminars as directed;
and developing peace-support operations (PSO)
doctrine and training.

and familiarisation of troops. This ensures that contingent personnel have a more complete understanding of the mission’s mandate and their role
within it, and of the local operational environment,
including social customs, culture, and ethnic
groups.
The Defence Forces has shown it has the capacity
and experience to respond to the changing nature of
peacekeeping through its effective participation in
the UN-authorised, NATO/PfP-led KFOR, SFOR and
ISAF missions and the EU-led missions with EUFOR
in Congo (‘Artemis’) and now Chad. Ireland has also
continued to respond to UN requests for
observers/monitors to serve throughout the world’s
trouble spots.
Our long involvement in peacekeeping operations
has proven to be an excellent training ground, especially for young soldiers and junior leaders. Carrying
out difficult and dangerous tasks in hostile environments far from home has helped develop the qualities
of determination, comradeship, and professionalism,
so necessary for the well being of the Defence
Forces.
Over the years Irish officers have been appointed
as force commanders with various UN missions
throughout the world, while more have served in
senior appointments, such as Brig Gen Gerry
Hegarty, who was appointed Commander MultiNational Taskforce Centre with KFOR in Kosovo in
2007, and Lt Gen Pat Nash who was appointed
Operational Commander to EUFOR Chad.
Now as we move forward towards the second
decade of the 21st Century the Defence Forces is
well positioned to continue its proud tradition of
peacekeeping that has been built up over many
years of dedicated service. The challenge for the
future will be for all personnel to adapt to the
changing world environment, and by so doing further
embellish the proud record of the Irish Defence
Forces’ involvement with the United Nations.■

OVERVIEW
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The constant evolution and changing
nature of UN missions has ensured that
the ‘lessons learned’ process is ongoing
within the Defence Forces. All returning
units are debriefed and recommendations
for change are considered and incorporated into existing procedures/training. In
addition the training/exercise programme
is constantly reviewed in the light of
international experience and doctrine to
ensure best practice prevails.
Among the lessons incorporated into the
Defence Forces’ approach to mission planning is the
requirement for rigorous pre-deployment reconnaissance and preparation to ensure that the appropriate operational configuration is put in place in terms
of armaments, force protection assets, organisation,
logistics and support services. In addition, this type
of early planning supports, and provides valuable
input to, the development of pre-deployment training
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Current Missions (wef June 11th 2008)
e
o e Pe e ee g O e o
Personnel
United Nations Truce Supervision Organisation - UNTSO (Middle East)
12
United Nations interim Force in Lebanon Headquarters – UNIFIL HQ
7
United Nations New York - UNNY (United States of America)
1
United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara - MINURSO
3
United Nations Mission in Kosovo - UNMIK
4
United Nation Observer Mission in Congo - MONUC
3
Operation in Cote D’Ivoire - ONUCI (Ivory Coast)
2
o e U
ed C s s
e e O e
s
European Union Military Staff – EUMS (Brussels and New York)
8
European Security and Defence Policy - ESDP (Brussels)
4
European Union Force Operational Headquarters Chad - EUFOR OHQ Chad (France)
18
European Union Force Headquarters Chad - EUFOR FHQ
18
97 Infantry Battalion European Union Force Chad - 97 Inf Bn Inf Bn EUFOR
372
European Union Nordic Battle Group – EU NBG (Sweden)
12
European Union Force Bosnia Herzegovina – EUFOR BiH
46
European Union in Support of Operation Althea – EU Sp Op Althea
1
e
o Pe e d
ce
O e
s
212
38 Infantry Group Kosovo Force - 38 Inf Gp KFOR
Kosovo Force Headquarters - KFOR HQ
11
Partnership for Peace Headquarters - PfP HQ (Brussels)
3
International Security Assistance Force Afghanistan - ISAF
7
Kosovo Force Framework Nation Headquarters - KFOR FN HQ
61
Og
o o e
Co o e o
e ed O e o
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe - OSCE (Austria)
6
Total 811
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Past Missions
United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon - UNOGIL (June to December 1958)
Untied Nations Operation in Congo - ONUC (July 1960 to June 1964)
United Nations Temporary Executive Authority - UNTEA (August to October 1962)
United Nations Force in Cyprus - UNFICYP (March 1964 to May 2005)
United Nations India-Pakistan Observation Mission - UNIPOM (September 1965 to March 1966)
United Nations Emergency Force II - UNEF II (October 1973 to September 1974)
United Nations Inspection Teams - UNIT (June 1984 to July 1988)
United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan - UNMOGIP (September 1987 to June 1992)
United Nations Relief Works Agency (February 1988 to June 1992) - UNRWA
United Nations Good Offices Mission in Afghanistan and Pakistan (May 1988 to March 1990)
United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group - UNIIMOG - (August 1988 to March 1991)
United Nations Transition Assistance Group - UNTAG (March 1989 to April 1990)
United Nations observer Group in America - ONUCA (December 1989 to January 1992)
Office of the Secretary General in Afghanistan and Pakistan - OSGAP (March 1990 to December 1994)
United Nations Angola Mission - UNAVEM II (July 1991 to September 1993)
United Nations Advance Mission in Cambodia - UNAMIC (November 1991 to March 1992)
United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador - ONUSAL (January 1992 to May 1994)
United Nations Military Liaison Office -Yugoslavia - UNMLO-Y (January to April 1992)
United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia - UNTAC (March 1992 to November 1993)
United Nations Protection Force - UNPROFOR (March 1992 to February 1996)
United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission - UNIKOM (April 1992 to March 2003)
United Nations High Commission for Refugees in Yugoslavia - UNHCR-Y (December 1992 to March 1993)
United Nations Operation in Somalia II - UNOSOM II (August 1993 to January 1995)
European Union National Election Unit in South Africa - EUNELSA (January to May 1994)
Irish Rwandan Support Group - IRSG Rwanda (August to December 1994)
United Nations Mission in Haiti - UNMIH (September 1994 to March 1996)
Office of Secretary General in Afghanistan and Pakistan - OSGA (December 1994 to July 1996)
United Nations Transitional Authority in Eastern Slovenia - UNTAES (February 1996 to January 1998)
United Nations Military Observer mission Prevalka - UNMOP (February 1996 to December 1999)
United Nations Preventative Deployments Force - UNPREDEP (February 1996 to February 1999)
United Nations Special Missions in Afghanistan - UNSMA (July 1996 to October 1999)
Stabilisation Force - SFOR (1997 to December 2004)
United Nations Disengagement Observer Force - UNDOF (June 1997 to August 1998)
United Nations Special Commission - UNSCOM (September 1997 to March 2003)
1 Irish Honduras Support Group - IHSG Honduras (January to May 1999)
United Nations Administration Mission in East Timor - UNAMET (June to October 1999)
International Force East Timor - INTERFET (October 1999 to February 2000)
2 Irish Honduras Support Group - 2 IISG Honduras (January to February 2000)
United Nations Transitional Administration East Timor - UNTAET (February 2000 to May 2002)
United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea - UNMEE (November 2001 to June 2003)
United Nations Mission of Support in East Timor - UNMISET (May 2002 to May 2004)
Interim Emergency Multi-National Force in Congo - ARTEMIS (July to September 2003)
United Nations Mission in Liberia - UNMIL (November 2003 to June 2007)
United Nations mission in Cote D’Ivoire - MINUCI (June 2003 to June 2004)
African Union Mission in the Sudan - AMIS (July 2004)
International Commission on Former Yugoslavia - ICFY (October 1994)
United Nations Joint Logistic Centre - UNJLC (January to May 2005)
Tsunami Disaster ACEH - (September 2005 to December 2006)
European Union Force Democratic Repoblic Congo - EUFOR RD Congo (June 2006 to January 2007)
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Below right:
t about 6pm on June 23rd 1958 a coded cable
On tarmac: Lt Col Justin
dispatched from Ireland’s Permanent Mission
MacCarthy (Plans& Ops AHQ).
to the United Nations in New York was
First step (l-r): Comdt Malachi
received in Dublin at the Headquarters of the
Higgins (Air Corps) and Capt
Department of Foreign Affairs. When decoded it
Pat Lavelle (Cav Corps). Second
read
Step: Comdt Gerard Coghlan
(Corps of Engineers) and Capt
MOST URGENT: SECRETARY GENERAL’S
Rory Henderson (Inf E Comd).
OFFICE HAS INQUIRED TODAY ON TELE Photo courtesy of Mrs P Lavelle.

A

PHONE IF WE COULD URGENTLY PROVIDE
FIVE OFFICERS OF, QUOTE, MAJOR OR
CAPTAIN RANK, UNQUOTE, TO JOIN UN
OBSERVATION TEAM IN LEBANON STOP WILL
CABLE FURTHER DETAILS AFTER VISIT
HEADQUARTERS THIS AFTERNOON.
Further information was forwarded from New
York, which added to the urgency of the occa-

sion stressing that the Irish officers were
required to be in Beirut, Lebanon, on June 27th
1958. At midday on June 24th the Government,
through the Department of Foreign Affairs in
Iveagh House, responded:
PLEASE INFORM SECRETARY GENERAL
AGREEABLE IN PRINCIPLE, STOP. DETAILS
BEING SETTLED AND WILL WIRE LATER,
STOP. REQUEST NO PUBLICITY UNTIL
DETAILS SETTLED.

UNOGIL

00-An Cos-JUNE-08 (p012-23)

In effect Ireland and the Defence Forces were
now about to commit personnel to a United
Nations military mission for the first time. All of
this was taking place in the context of the United
Nations being in its second decade, Ireland now a
member since 1955, and the term ‘peacekeeping’

Col R.E.M. Heaslip
(Retd) explains
the origins of our
involvement with
the UN as
observers and how
one Irishman, Lt
Col Justin
MacCarthy lead
the way for what
was to become a
participation in
overseas service
spanning the last
fifty years.

Ireland’s First
UN Peacekeeper
AN COSANTÓIR
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‘Cometh the hour,
cometh the man,’ and
as events would prove
over the coming years,
in Justin MacCarthy the
Defence Forces had the
right man in the right
place at the right time,
and made the right
decision regarding his
selection to lead this
first deployment of
five Irish officers on a
United Nations
Mission.

was evolving to describe the range of armed and
unarmed military missions and operations being
performed under the aegis of the United Nations.
Without any precedent the Defence Forces
had less than seventy-two hours to identify,
select and deploy five officer volunteers for such
a mission, designated United Nations Observer
Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL). Correspondence
from the Department of Foreign Affairs on file in
the National Archives shows that from the outset the Defence Forces authorities, despite the
United Nations request regarding ‘majors and
captains’, were adamant that Ireland should contribute a lieutenant colonel in the group of officers it intended to send.
The officer in question was Lieutenant
Colonel Justin MacCarthy, then heading up the
Plans and Operations Section in Defence Forces
Headquarters. He was a very experienced officer;
a graduate of the British Army’s Command and
Staff Course in Camberley, England, who had
served in command, staff and instructor appoint-

Capt Pat Lavelle and a Indian
officer with Lebanese fighters.

ments in the Eastern Command, The Military
College, and Defence Forces Headquarters.
Born and educated in England, he spoke French
and was married with one son.
‘Cometh the hour, cometh the man,’ and as
events would prove over the coming years, in
Justin MacCarthy the Defence Forces had the
right man in the right place at the right time, and
made the right decision regarding his selection
to lead this first deployment of five Irish officers
on a United Nations Mission. A photograph of
their departure for the Lebanon is on display in
the Soldiers and Chiefs exhibition at the
National Museum, Collins Barracks, Dublin and
on a commemorative stamp issued by An Post.
MacCarthy’s group flew to Beirut and from
there dispersed to different UNOGIL duty stations, to be joined by other Irish officers over the
coming months, making a total of fifty Irish officers to serve in UNOGIL. MacCarthy himself
served at UNOGIL HQ where within five weeks
of his arrival he was recommended for promotion
to full colonel and selected for the prestigious
senior appointment of Deputy Chief of Staff. He
held this appointment until the UNOGIL mission
was wound up in December 1958.
The manner in which he had performed his
duties in a complex international military headquarters staff obviously impressed his international superiors and he and Capt Pat Jordan
were head-hunted to continue their United
Nations’ service by transferring to United
Nations Truce Supervision Organisation
(UNTSO), then, as now, engaged since 1948

…working round the
clock to get the new
ONUC Headquarters
Staff operational,
MacCarthy was killed
in a tragic car accident on October 27th
1960. His death was a
very significant loss
to ONUC HQ and Von
Horn acknowledged it
as such when he submitted a recommendation for the award
of the Distinguished
Service Medal in
recognition of his
contribution to
establishing ONUC HQ.

monitoring the Arab /Israeli ceasefire lines.
His superior in this organisation was UNTSO
Chief of Staff Maj Gen Von Horn, a Swedish
Officer destined eighteen months later, in July
1960, to become the first Force Commander of
the United Nations Force in the Congo (ONUC).
General Von Horn was also impressed by
MacCarthy’s performance of his duties as
Chairman of the Israel Egypt Mixed Armistice
Commission, a difficult and demanding
appointment.
When Von Horn became the Force
Commander in the Congo he quickly sought the
Irish government’s approval for MacCarthy to be
transferred from his duties with UNTSO to the
Congo as his Chief of Staff in this unprecedented
mission. Unfortunately, after only a short time in
this mission, working round the clock to get the
new ONUC Headquarters Staff operational,
MacCarthy was killed in a tragic car accident on
October 27th 1960. His death was a very significant loss to ONUC HQ and Von Horn acknowledged it as such when he submitted a recommendation for the award of the Distinguished Service
Medal in recognition of his contribution to establishing ONUC HQ. The award was made posthumously by the Minister for Defence in May 1967.
Such was the story of the officer who was the
pathfinder amongst the Defence Forces’ many
peacekeepers: serving with distinction in three
successive United Nations missions, UNOGIL,
UNTSO and ONUC; first Irish officer to hold
three successive senior appointments on an
international military staff at the headquarters of
three different United Nations missions; promoted colonel on the strong recommendation of a
non-national superior senior officer; and unfortunately the first, and most senior, Defence
Forces officer fatality on overseas service.
The forgotten side of this story is that of his
wife Eileen and their eight-year-old son Justin,
who had joined him in the Middle East when he
transferred to UNTSO. They were living in
Jerusalem when the news of his tragic death in
the Congo shattered their world forever. While
her husband’s remains were brought on the long
journey home to Dublin for burial in the Defence
Forces’ United Nations plot in Glasnevin, his
widow and son were on their own in an international community far from home, in a foreign
country without family, depending on new-found
family friends for support, and facing a long torturous journey home by ship.
When Eileen did get back to Ireland, she
relied heavily on the support of her husband’s
friends amongst his contemporaries while, in the
main, her grief and that of her young son went
unnoticed in the national outpouring of grief that
engulfed the nation that November in 1960. By
then the nation, so proud of its early peacekeepers, was mourning the dead of Niemba, killed
just ten days after Justin MacCarthy’s death.
Mrs MacCarthy and the others who lost loved
ones need no reminding that peacekeeping
comes at a very costly price. Mrs MacCarthy
bore her personal burden until her death in
October 1997. Her story is yet to be told.■

UNOGIL
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This article was written on behalf of The Military
Heritage Trust of Ireland. It is part of the ‘On Exhibit’
series in An Cosantóir on aspects of the ‘Soldiers and
Chiefs’ exhibit in the National Museum of Ireland,
Collins Bks.
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1958
J e 23 – UN formally
requests Ireland to participate
in the UNOGIL mission.
J
2 – Initial party of five
officers departs for Lebanon.
J
– Coup in Iraq causes
further unease in the Middle
East.
e be 9 h – Last Irish officers leave the UNOGIL mission; two Irish officers commence service with UNTSO .
1959
J
8 h – Gen Charles de
Gaulle becomes President of
France.
Feb
– Fidel Castro
becomes Cuban Prime
Minister.
e 25 – Eamon DeValera
becomes President of Ireland.
O o e
– FCÁ integration.
e embe
– Archbishop
Makarios elected President of
future Cyprus Republic.
1960
J
– Maj Gen Seán
McKeown appointed Chief of
Staff of the Defence Forces.
Ap i
– An Taoiseach, Mr
Lemass, presents UN medals
to UNOGIL veterans.
J e 0 – Congo gains independence; violence erupts
within days. The newlyformed Congolese government requests UN assistance.
J
9t – Irish Government
respond positively to UN
request and decides to send a
battalion to ONUC.
J 2 – 32 Inf Bn parade
through Dublin before airlift
from Baldonnel.
A g
6 – Following UN
request for more troops
Ireland dispatches 33 Inf Bn to
the Congo.
O o e
– Coy Sgt Felix
Grant becomes Ireland’s first
UN casualty.
Oc be 2 – Col Justin
MacCarthy dies on active
service in the Congo.
No e be
– Nine Irish soldiers killed in Niemba
Ambush.
No e be 0 – Pte Patrick
Davis dies while serving with
ONUC.
o e e 22 d – National day
of mourning as the Niemba
dead are buried.
e be 2 – Cpl Liam
Kelly dies while serving with
ONUC.
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n June 27th 1958, five Irish army officers (Lt Col
Justin MacCarthy, Comdts Malachi Higgins and
Gerry Coghlan, and Capts Patrick Lavelle and
Rory Henderson) boarded a flight from Dublin to
London to catch a connecting flight on to Beirut. They
were the first of a group of 50 officers who would
eventually served as United Nations Military
Observers (UNMOs) with the United Nations
Observation Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL).
In 1958 Lebanon had a population of 1.3m, with a
mixture of Christians, Muslims (Sunnites and
Shiites) and Druse. By agreement the President was
a Christian, the Premier was Sunnite Muslim and the
Speaker of the Parliament was Shiite Muslim.
Following President Chamoun’s election to serve
another term, a National Front was formed by those
who refused to recognise his re-election. Anti-government enclaves sprang up throughout Lebanon and
insurgents took control of large parts of its border
with Syria. The government declared a state of emergency and the army sealed off dissident areas.
This escalation of the crisis in Lebanon along with
pressures from outside powers led to serious instability and the Lebanese government complained to the
United Nations of the infiltration of arms and ammunition across the Syrian border. In response, the UN
Security Council passed a resolution on June 11th,
which established the UNOGIL mission, comprising

O

Photographs in this section
courtesy of the Air Corps
Museum and CQ Jim Clarke
(Retd) and Sgt John Gorman
(Retd).
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unarmed military observers who’s duties involved: conducting patrols, by road and air, of border areas adjacent to the zones held by the opposing forces; manning
observation posts to monitor and report infiltration or
any suspicious developments in their areas; and evaluating and co-ordinating all information received at HQ
UNOGIL from UNMOs and other sources.
The UN request for Ireland to participate in the mission came on June 23rd. Though only a member of the
UN since 1955, the government had already considered
participation in earlier UN missions and had made the
necessary amendments to the Defence Act to allow for
such an eventuality. So, when the decision to accede
to the request was given, the Defence Forces was
ready and Army Headquarters quickly short-listed a
panel of 12 officers. From these, the original five were
selected, though all on the list volunteered. Over the
next two days the chosen officers were subjected to
hastily organised medicals, briefs, and a farewell
reception with President Eamon de Valera.
In 1958 the prospect of serving outside Ireland was
completely alien to anyone in the Defence Forces.
Military service in Ireland at that time was monotonous and the only escape from mundane barracks life
was a day on the ranges or annual camp. The Defence
Forces was operating on a shoestring, with little or no
investment on equipment. Therefore, the opportunity
to serve overseas, to travel and see places in the
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An Cosantóirr: Could give a summary of your
own professional background and previous diplomatic postings?
Ambassador Kavanagh: Tell me if I am
going into too much detail. I began my public service career in the Department of Defence in Dublin
as an Executive Officer in 1977, having graduated
from UCD with a degree in Modern History and
French. A few months later I was recruited to the
Department of Foreign Affairs and I worked there on
the economic side before moving to China where I
spent two and a half years as Secretary of the
Embassy. I returned to Dublin in 1982, spent a year

In March, Lt Col Brendan O’Shea
(working for An Cosantóir) got an
opportunity to interview Ireland’s
Ambassador to the United
Nations, Ambassador Paul
Kavanagh at the United Nations
Headquarters, New York about his
career and some of the challenges
facing the UN and Ireland…

working on bilateral trade and multi-lateral trade
policy, and then found myself recommended by the
Department to fill a Political Officer slot in the
Cabinet of the Secretary General of the United
Nations in New York. I spent nine very formative
years on the Secretary-General’s private staff dealing with a series of conflict files, which included the
Iran and Iraq ceasefire negotiations, Namibian independence negotiations, resolution of the situation in
Cambodia, and the dissolution of the former
Yugoslavia. At that point, in 1991/1992, I acted as
Special Assistant to Cyrus Vance, a former US
Secretary of State. Vance was, UN Envoy for former
Yugoslavia. He was a principled and honourable
man. At 73 years of age, he set a tremendous professional example to everybody around him and it was a
privilege to work with him as much as it had been to
work with the Secretary-General. I can recall a great
number of tough, intimate, small circle discussions
over many months with all of the main protagonists
involved in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia.
After that I went as Senior Advisor to the UN Force
in Cyprus. I served simultaneously as Number 2 to
the UN Special Representative who was responsible
for leading the political negotiation towards a solution to the Cyprus problem. So I was a kind of bridge
between the peace making and peace keeping sides.
I spent four very illuminating years in Nicosia and
was able to interface closely with various UN
Missions in the Middle East. After that I went to
Tokyo where I headed the UN Office in Japan for
two years before returning to national service with

UNHQ
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Ambassador Kavanagh presenting his
credentials to Sec Gen Ban Ki Moon.
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the United
Nations
Headquarters

the Department of Foreign Affairs in Dublin. All told,
I had spent almost a decade and a half on secondment to the United Nations. I then worked for two
years on Ireland’s bid to secure membership of the
Security Council. With the successful outcome of
that bid, I was sent as Coordinator of the Delegation
here in New York on the Security Council before
returning to Dublin for the Presidency of the
European Union. In 2004, I moved on to Brussels as
Ambassador to the EU’s Political and Security
Committee, then to Geneva as Ambassador to the
UN Offices and the WTO and finally back here to
New York as Irish Ambassador to UN Headquarters.
An Cosantóir: What would you regard as your
biggest challenge today specifically in relation to
Ireland’s membership of the UN and where the UN
as an organisation is going?
Ambassador Kavanagh: The biggest
challenge for any Irish Ambassador to the United
Nations is to translate into daily business the
strength of the Government’s commitment to the
United Nations and to its work right across the spectrum in the areas of peace and security, development
and humanitarian affairs, human rights, disarmament
and UN reform. That commitment has been shared by
successive Irish Governments across the decades. It
reflects the will of the Oireachtas and of public opinion in Ireland. So it’s quite a challenge, as it is a privilege, to be the everyday face and voice of Ireland at
UN Headquarters and to be responsible on the
ground here for the conduct of Ireland’s business
with the world organisation.
Just like his predecessor, the Taoiseach knows
the United Nations well. He was responsible for the
successful campaign that secured Ireland’s election to the Security Council in 2000 and for the conduct of Ireland’s tenure on the Council in 2001-2002,
during which time he personally chaired the
Council’s proceedings. He has been directly
involved in the huge upgrading of Ireland’s overseas aid commitments – which have given Ireland a

very positive profile here at the United Nations.
Ministers Martin and Power are of course deeply
engaged in giving direction to Ireland’s relations
with the entire UN System, which extends not only
to New York, but also to Geneva, Vienna and right
around the world.
The specific challenge which falls to me personally is the Co-Chairmanship of an important dimension
of the UN Reform process, that is the General
Assembly’s work on System Wide Coherence. This
deals principally but not uniquely with the development side of the house. I won’t go into extreme detail
but the bottom line is that we are trying to get the UN
family of agencies and frontline programmes in the
field, in developing countries to work more coherently
and therefore more effectively in getting development
assistance to peoples in need. We are getting good
feedback in the experimental pilot countries, which
are leading this more coherent approach.
However, change doesn’t come easily, especially
to international bureaucracies and indeed also to
States. And so, my Tanzanian colleague and I have
been appointed by the President of the General
Assembly to facilitate the process with all UN
Member States and other interested parties. Our
aim is to achieve practical progress on the ground
and to overcome previous “parliamentary” deadlock
in the General Assembly. Coherence for its own
sake is not the objective. Rather, the aim is to
ensure that aid is delivered properly and promptly to
the men, women and children who need it most.
So those are the twin challenges - one is overarching and a constant feature for any Irish
Ambassador here - while the other derives from a
particular Chairmanship role in 2008.
An Cosantóir: Has Ireland any plans to campaign for another term on the Security Council in
the near future?
Ambassador Kavanagh: Ireland attaches
great importance to the role of the Security Council.
It is at the centre of our concept of legitimacy in
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terms of maintenance of international peace and
security. It is extremely important from our point of
view that there is a regular rotation of a variety of
countries, including smaller countries, through the
non-permanent seats on the Council. Typically we
have been there every twenty years - we were there in
1961 (we split the two-year term at that time); we
were there again in 1981/82; and once more in 2001/02.
We have already declared a candidacy for 2020 and
so we are anticipating a drive on our part to go back
onto the Council at that time. It is very important
from Ireland’s point of view that debate and deliberation within the Security Council receives a regular
transfusion of fresh blood so to speak and for the
Council to remain mindful of the priorities of the
broad membership of the UN. So yes, we do anticipate going back in, and specifically for the two-year
term, 2021-2022.
An Cosantóir: The obvious next question
then must be about the structure of the Security
Council and whether there is any prospect of reform
in terms of a restructuring and maybe increasing the
number of permanent seats?
Ambassador Kavanagh: It’s a very timely
question. The broad UN membership has not made a
great deal of progress on it, despite intensive discussion for over a decade and a half. This may be
explained by the extent of the power and authority – up
to the use of coercive force – that the UN Charter confers on the Council. There is a lot at stake here, in
terms of the vital interest of countries, large and small.
Essentially, there are two issues; first, the composition of the Council, both in terms of both permanent and non-permanent seats, including implications for the veto power, and secondly, the working
methods of the Council.
When it comes to the working methods, I think it
is a question of making the work of the Council more
open, more transparent, more inclusive of the nonmembers, more inclusive of those countries that are
implicated and affected by the decisions of the
Council.
Do I expect progress this year? As for the composition of the Council, there is general agreement
that the Council needs to be made more representative of the modern world. Except for an increase
in the number of non-permanent members in the
1960s, the Council’s make-up has remained
unchanged since the end of World War II. How to
achieve this is problematic. Competing national
interests are at play. Last year, it looked as if
progress might be made on the basis of a proposed
interim arrangement which would be reviewed after
a number of years. At the same time, the new
President of the General Assembly is trying to
move matters forward into formal, inter-governmental negotiations. Experience would guard one
against being overly optimistic. And yet the need
for progress remains pressing. The political legitimacy of the Council in the eyes of many needs to be
enhanced by making the body more reflective of the
modern world.
An Cosantóir: Some people would argue that
the Charter is an historical document written in a
different political and socio-economic timeframe
and in many respects is no longer relevant. This
would then beg the obvious question whether is it
time to re-write the Charter?

Ambassador Kavanagh: Well, the
provisions for membership of the Security Council
are contained in the Charter so there are Charter
implications for change in the size of the Council. It
was already changed in the mid-60s to increase the
number of membership from 11 to 15, so change is
possible.
In general terms, I would say that the Charter is
not a frozen, lifeless document. In fact, the remarkable thing about it is that it has served so well, that
it has proved so adaptable. For example one of the
aspects of UN business with which people are most
familiar is peacekeeping. Peacekeeping, however, is
not mentioned in the Charter. It was a practical
invention in the late 1940s and grew decisively as a
concept only in the mid-1950s. If you look back to
UNEF 1 after the Suez War in 1956, that was an
invention of creative and dedicated people from
then Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld to representatives of member States. Prominent among
them was Lester Pearson in Canada who helped to
devise and deploy a whole new concept, a role for
the UN, which was not foreseen in the Charter. And
so the flexibility of the Charter is quite wide. It
allows innovation if there is a political consensus
behind it.
A second example is the role of the SecretaryGeneral. If you look at the chapter of the UN Charter
dealing with the role of the Secretary-General, practically all of the political and diplomatic authority
and the large role and presence on the world stage
that is associated with the office flows improbably
from two short and very general articles. The first
simply asks the Secretary- General to report annually on the work of the Organisation, the entire work of
the Organisation including international peace and
security. But to carry out this task, the SecretaryGeneral has to have the means to do it. He needs to
have machinery at his disposal and he needs to be a
player on the international stage. Also, under
Article 99, the Secretary-General - and this was a
change from the League of Nations - is specifically
authorised to bring any matter relating to international peace and security to the attention of the
Security Council. For that role to be filled, the
Secretary-General clearly has to have the appropriate means at his disposal, including political capability and the expertise within the Secretariat.
And so, putting these slim articles of the Charter
together with Chapter VI on the Peaceful
Settlement of Disputes, it was Dag Hammarskjöld
in the first place who actually led the expansion de
facto of the role of the Secretary-General. The very
big presence on the world stage to which we have
become accustomed over the decades is therefore
not provided for expressly in the Charter at all. It
grew incrementally over long years of practice. In
fact the first Secretary General Trigvie Lie was
appointed to the post as a compensation for not
having managed to secure the appointment as
President of the General Assembly - which at that
time was viewed as a much more important post.
So the point I’m making is that to some extent,
yes, there is a need to amend the Charter if you want
to do specific things but on the other hand the
Charter has shown over its life that it is quite a flexible and fluid instrument that can allow the member
States to do things in practice if there is a consensus to do them.
As regards wholesale change or amendment of
the Charter I don’t see that as politically feasible. I
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Peacekeeping was seen
as a low-level conflict
resolution mechanism,
which if employed early
or before a conflict
started could enable
warring parties to find
peace.
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world people only saw on the big screen, was a
chance in a lifetime.
The concept of peacekeeping was not only new to
the Defence Forces it was still new to the UN. Born
from the ashes of WWII, the UN was struggling to
extinguish flare-ups as and when they arose, especially between allies of the Cold War adversaries, the
USSR and the US.
The term ‘peacekeeping’, which was not in the UN
Charter, was coined by Secretary-General
Hammarskjold (shown left) and he said it belonged to
“Chapter Six-and-a-Half’ of the Charter. In doing this
he was placing it somewhere between Chapter VI
(which describes the method of resolving disputes
peacefully, through negotiation and mediation) and
Chapter VII (which involves the use of force).
Peacekeeping was seen as a low-level conflict resolution mechanism, which if employed early or before
a conflict started could enable warring parties to find
peace. For Ireland, which was neutral and nonaligned, this method of military participation was felt
to be a worthy cause to be involved in.
On arrival in Beirut the small Irish party quickly
settled into their new role, taking up various appointments at HQ UNOGIL, Beirut, and in the five out-stations with headquarters located in Tripoli, Saida,
Marajayoun, Chatura and Baalbek.
The situation in Lebanon and the region worsened
further following a coup in Iraq. US marines landed
near Beirut following a Lebanese government request
and Jordan requested a similar protection force from
the UK.
Meanwhile, the staff at HQ UNOGIL continued to
establish the mission, and the senior Irish officer, Lt
Col MacCarthy, played a key role. On the request of
UNOGIL’s Norwegian commander, Maj Gen Odd Bull,
MacCarthy was promoted to colonel and made his
deputy. This appointment was an endorsement of Col
MacCarthy’s professionalism and ability, especially in
dealing with the complex issues at HQ UNOGIL. He
was also a fluent French speaker, a graduate of the
British Army’s Staff School and had held key positions in the army in Ireland.
The remaining 45 Irish officers were fully deployed
by October, serving in the five out-stations and conducting unarmed patrols in white UN vehicles. The
UNMOs had a dual role of monitoring the situation
and exerting a calming influence on the Lebanese
people.
Each out-station had between five to ten officers
of different nationalities. Though the Irish lacked
appropriate equipment and clothing and lived on a
daily allowance of $10 to $12 a day, they made up for
these limitations by their training and professionalism. When given leave many toured the numerous
sites of the Holy Land and Lebanon.
In September the former Lebanese Army
Commander, General Chehab became President and
tried to bring the warring factions together. As no evidences of arms coming across the Syrian border was
found, the UNOGIL mission was wound up at the
same time as the US and British forces also withdrew
from the region.
For the Defence Forces UNOGIL had proved an
invaluable first testing ground. It demonstrated that
our military training at home, though not designed for
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1961
– Lt Gen Seán
McKeown appointed ONUC
Force Commander; Maj Gen S
Colins-Powell appointed Chief
of Staff of the Defence Forces.
M
– Dr Conor Cruise
O’Brien appointed as UN
Special Representative to
Katanga; resigns in December.
Ap 2 – An Taoiseach Mr
Lemass presents UN medals to
32 Inf Bn.
g
– Irish troops take
part in Operation ‘Rumpunch‘
to neutralise the white leadership of the Katangan military.
0 – Cpl Luke Kelly
dies while serving with ONUC.
Se e e
– Tpr Edward
dies while serving with ONUC.
Se
r 15 – Tpr Patrick
Mullins and Cpl Michael Nolan
die while serving with ONUC.
te e 7 – UN SecretaryGeneral Dag Hammarskjold
dies in air crash in the Congo.
Succeeded by U Thant on
November 3rd.
Se e be
– A Coy, 35 Inf
Bn, taken prisoner at Jadotville
after running out of food and
ammunition following five days
of fighting.
Oc ber 25 – A Coy, 35 Inf Bn,
released after prisoner
exchange.
N ve ber
– President de
Valera unveils a plaque to our
UN dead in Arbour Hill. An
Taoiseach Mr Lemass presents
the Military Medal for Gallantry
to Mr John Browne, father of
Tpr Anthony Browne, killed following the Niemba Ambush.
e e be t – Cpl Michael
Fallon dies while serving with
ONUC.
De em e
– Sgt Patrick
Mulcahy, Lt Patrick Riordan and
Pte Andrew Wickham die while
serving with ONUC.
De em er 2 – Cpl John
Geoghegan dies while serving
with ONUC.
e e ber
t – RTÉ commences television broadcasts.
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overseas service, equipped our observers with the military skills necessary to allow them to participate fully
in UN deployments. It also showed that the Defence
Forces could provide personnel for overseas service at
short notice.
Ireland’s decision to embrace the peacekeeping
concept led to the opportunity and tradition of volunteering for overseas service that became an important
tool in recruitment and the rejuvenation of the
Defence Forces, and within two years officers who had
served with UNOGIL would train, staff and command
our first major troop mission, to the Congo.
By mid-December 1958, all but two of the Irish contingent returned to Ireland. On request from the UN,
Col MacCarthy and Capt Patrick Jordan were deployed
to the United Nations Truce Supervision Organisation
(UNTSO) mission, which had been established in 1948
following the cessation of hostilities in Palestine as a
result of a truce between Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon
and Israel . Its mandate was: ‘To observe and maintain
any truce or ceasefire demanded by the Security
Council and to assist the parties in supervising any
agreements concluded by them.’
Maj Gen Carl von Horn (Commander UNTSO)
appointed Col MacCarthy as chair of the Mixed
Armistice Committee, whose job was to resolve disputes between Israel and Egypt.
Capt Jordan served at HQ UNTSO in Jerusalem
and Damascus, while Col MacCarthy work in the Sinai,
and both received an extension to serve another year
with UNTSO. Irish officers continued to serve with
UNTSO throughout 1959, with the added bonus of
being able to bring their families with them.
Then, in July 1960 violence erupted in the new
Republic of Congo. The Irish government quickly
acceded to a UN request to send a lightly armed
infantry battalion to the newly established Opérations
des Nations Unies au Congo (ONUC).
In the Congo, which was 20 times the size of Ireland
with a population of 14 million people, the new prime
minister, Patrice Lumumba, was trying to stop the conflict that had broken out between many internal factions. He also had to deal with a lack of key people in

1962
e
– USSR frees
Capt Francis ‘Gary’ Power, pilot
of US spy plane shot down over
Soviet Union in 1960.
M
– Cpl John Power
dies while serving with ONUC.
A – Lt Gen Seán McKeown
returns from ONUC and is reappointed Chief of Staff.
M
– Capt Ronald McCann
dies while serving with ONUC.
A
– Marilyn Monroe
found dead in her home in Los
Angeles.
2 – Two Irish officers
serving with 37 Inf Bn ONUC
dispatched to serve with
UNTEA until October.
Oc ob r 2 – Cuban Missile
Crisis ends.
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the state’s institutions; an army that had mutinied;
the province of Katanga, which had declared itself
independent under Moise Tshombe; and large numbers of Belgian troops and mercenaries operating in
the country.
Within a matter of days, the 689-strong 32 Inf Bn,
under the command of Lt Col MJ Buckley, was formed,
with an advance party deployed to Leopoldville.
Following the selection of volunteers from all over the
Defence Forces, the battalion formed up in the
Curragh Camp for processing, medicals and inoculations. The Curragh Camp Ladies Committee presented a flag to the battalion, from a design by Lt Col PD
Kavanagh. The battalion’s officers met President
DeValera in Áras an Uachtaráin and on the July 27th,
following a parade past the GPO as thousands looked
on, the battalion moved to Baldonnel for the airlift.
There An Taoiseach, Seán Lemass TD, took the salute
and Archbishop McQuaid blessed the departing
troops, who were dressed in bull’s-wool uniforms,
wearing ‘38 pattern webbing, and carried .303 LeeEnfield rifles, Carl Gustav sub-machine guns and Bren
machine guns.
The USAF supplied 13 transport aircraft for the
airlift, each of which was capable of taking 60 troops
and 8,000lbs of stores on the 40-hour flight. Refuelling
stops were made in France, Libya, Nigeria, and
Leopoldville in the Congo before eventually landing at
Goma, in Kivu Province where the battalion was to be
based initially.
By August 3rd the entire battalion was deployed,
with Battalion HQ and C Coy based in Goma; A Coy
120 miles away in Bukauv; and B Coy in Kindu.
Such was the media interest in Ireland that a
group of Irish journalists based themselves in Goma
to report home.
As 32 Inf Bn was being flown out the UN was asking the Irish government for a second battalion. The
government acceded to this further request and the
702-strong 33 Inf Bn, under Lt Col RW Bunworth, was
raised and sent to the Congo on August 17th. On
arrival the new battalion deployed to Kamina,
Manono, Albertville and Niemba. Also a small
Brigade HQ (9 Ir Bde), commanded by Col Harry

1963
2 – Cpl John McGrath
dies while serving with ONUC.
2
– Organisation of
African Unity formed to end
white rule on the continent.
e 6 – Russian Lt Valentina
Tereshkova becomes first
woman in space.
e 26 – US President John F
Kennedy praises our UN peacekeepers during his visit to
Ireland
ep e be 28 – Comdt Thomas
McMahon dies while serving
with ONUC.
o e be 22 – President John
F Kennedy assassinated in
Dallas, Texas.
No e be
– Irish Army cadet
honour guard attends President
Kennedy’s funeral.

…an 11-man Irish
patrol was attacked
by Baluba tribesmen
while checking a
bridge near the village of Niemba. After
a valiant fight
against overwhelming numbers, eight
members of the
patrol died after
being shot with
arrows or being
bludgeoned to death.
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Byrne, was sent out to Elizabethville.
The UN had used experienced officers from
UNTSO to assist in the initial set up of ONUC; Maj
Gen Von Horn was appointed Force Commander
with Col MacCarthy as his Chief of Staff at Force
HQ in Leopoldville.
The main tasks carried out by the Irish troops
included control of local airports; patrols to make
contact with the national army and police to encourage them to return to work and surrender their arms;
and rescuing missionaries and Belgian nationals.
The Irish quickly became proficient at resolving
local issues calmly and carrying out essential maintenance work (water, electricity and telephone
reconnection), which all helped to bring a sense of
normality. These were no mean tasks for a contingent poorly equipped, in terms of clothing, communications and transport, for operations in a tropical climate, thousands of miles from home.
More importantly, the wearing of UN blue helmets
and armbands had an immense impact. They enabled
much more to be done in many circumstances than
could of been possible with merely a show of armed
strength.
By November, 32 Inf Bn handed over control of
their area of operation to a Nigerian Battalion and
moved to Elizabethville in the disputed Katanga
Province. Here their duties included guarding trains
and more military-type duties. C Coy, along with a
company from 33 Inf Bn and a Swedish Coy, were
deployed to secure the Kamina airfield.
Ireland suffered its first UN casualties when Coy
Sgt Felix Grant (33 Inf Bn) died on October 3rd and
Col Justin MacCarthy died on October 27th following
a road traffic accident. Col MacCarthy, a veteran of
UNOGIL, UNTSO and ONUC, had played a key part
in all three of Ireland‘s first steps on UN service.
Such was the regard in which he was held that Maj
Gen Von Horn requested that he should be posthumously awarded the distinguish service medal
(DSM).
These deaths were overshadowed by the Niemba
Ambush on November 8th, when an 11-man Irish
patrol was attacked by Baluba tribesmen while
checking a bridge near the village of Niemba. After a
valiant fight against overwhelming numbers, eight
members of the patrol died after being shot with
arrows or being bludgeoned to death. Tpr Anthony
Browne and Ptes Tom Kenny and Joe Fitzpatrick survived the initial attack. Ptes Kenny and Fitzpatrick
escaped but Tpr Anthony Browne was killed subsequently and his body was not found until November
1962. For his bravery during the ambush, Tpr Browne
was posthumously awarded the military medal of
gallantry (MMG).
The Niemba Ambush was a reality check for the
Defence Forces and Ireland. The dead Irish peacekeepers, including Pte Patrick Davis, who died on
November 10th, were given a state funeral where
over a half-a-million people turned out in Dublin as
the funeral cortege made its way through the capital
to Glasnevin cemetery.
In January 1961, both 32 and 33 Inf Bns were
replaced by 34 Inf Bn, armed with the new 7.62mm FN
Rifle. Ireland also provided an armoured infantry
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1964
eb r
– The Beatles begin
their first US tour.
2 – Turkish and
Feb
Greek fighters breach truce on
Cyprus.
Ap – 40 Inf Bn deploy with
UNFICYP.
M
– Egypt, with assistance from the Soviet Union,
completes first stage of the
Aswan Dam on the Nile.
e 2 – Nelson Mandela
jailed for life.
y
– Irish commitment to
ONUC ends.
A g
– Bodies of three
missing civil rights workers
found in Mississippi.
Oc e
– Nikita
Khrushchev steps down as
Soviet leader.
1965
2 – Winston
Churchill dies.
eb r 2
– Coy Sgt
Wallace J MacAuley dies while
serving with UNIFCYP.
– Sgt John Hamill dies
while serving with UNIFCYP.
t – US commitS over
50,000 troops to Vietnam.
– Cpl William
Hetherington dies while serving
with UNIFCYP.
e
– India invades
Western Pakistan.
Se
b 3 d – 14 Irish officers dispatched as observers to
UNIPOM mission until March
1966.
1966
– Indira Gandi
becomes leader of India.
i
– Nationwide celebrations mark 50th anniversary of
the 1916 Rising.
– Ian Brady and Myra
Hindley (Moors Murderers)
jailed for life.
0 – England wins the
World Cup.
O
e
– Coy Sgt James
Ryan dies while serving with
UNIFCYP.
1967
J
2 – Three US astronauts die in Apollo I fire.
M
5 – Celtic beat InterMilan 1-0 in European Cup
final.
e 5 – Israel launches preemptive attack on Egypt, beginning the Six-Day War.
h – Comdt Thomas
Wickham dies while serving
with UNTSO in Syria.
Oc ob 9 – Marxist revolutionary Che Guevara shot dead.
1968
a a 6 – Capt Christopher
McNamara dies while serving
with UNIFCYP.
– Vietcong launch
Tet Offensive against US forces
in Vietman.
e 0 – Cpl James Fagan dies
while serving with UNIFCYP.
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group equipped with vintage Ford MkVI armoured cars.
During the rotations, nearly 3,000 Irish soldiers were
overseas; 33% of its strength. The Defence Forces also
received a major honour when Lt Gen Seán McKeown
was appointed ONUC Force Commander.
The situation in the Congo remained volatile with
the UN trying to assist its government in dealing with
its internal issues and also dealing with the breakaway Katanga province. On February 21st, the
Security Council passed a resolution authorising the
use of force to prevent the Congo descending into
civil war.
The UN Secretary General’s Representative in the
Congo, Irishman Dr Conor Cruise O’Brien, and his
staff put together a plan to neutralise foreign leadership of the Katangan military. It was into this situation that 1 Inf Gp and 35 Inf Bn deployed in May and
June respectively. On August 28th Operation
‘Rumpunch’, involving Irish, Swedish and Indian
troops, seized key installations, capturing mercenaries and Katangan military personnel.
In a larger operation, ‘Morthor‘, launched on
September 12th, three Irish soldiers (Cpl Mick Fallon
and Tprs Edward Gaffney and Patrick Mullins) were
killed.
On September 27th UN Secretary General Dag
Hammarskjold died in air crash while travelling to the
Congo in order to broker a peace deal.
Meanwhile, A Coy 35 Inf Bn, posted to the
Katangan town of Jadotville prior to Operation
‘Morthor’, fought a five-day battle against overwhelming odds. Having suffered no fatalities and inflicting
heavy casualties on the enemy the company ran out
of ammunition and water. With a UN relief column
unable to reach the surrounded Irish company, Comdt
Pat Quinlan agreed a ceasefire and saw his 150strong unit taken prisoner. After negotiations, and a
prisoner exchange, the Irish troops captured at
Jadotville where released in October.
Though operations ‘Rumpunch’ and ‘Morthor’
achieved some initial success, they failed to detain
the leading figures of the Katangan rebellion, who
later returned to the province.
The situation remained tense in Katanga as 35 Inf
Bn was replaced by 36 Inf Bn. Fighting broke out again
in December around Elizabethville and A Coy, 36 Inf
Bn, was tasked to capture a key rail bridge on
December 16th. During the assault, which became
known as the Battle of the Tunnel, three Irish soldiers
(Lt Patrick Riordan, Sgt Patrick Mulcahy and Pte
Andrew Wickham) were killed and twelve injured.
Later, 14 DSMs were award to members of the company. The early part of 1962 saw a reduction in fighting
and the Irish contingent reverted to a more typicaltype peacekeeping role. Lt Gen McKeown returned to
Ireland and took up appointment as Chief of Staff.
37 Inf Bn took over in May and on August 21st two
of its officers, Comdt J Crowe and Capt GM Kelly) volunteered to serve in the United Nations Temporary
Executive Authority (UNTEA). Earlier that year,
Indonesian forces had invaded West Irian (the western
half of New Guinea) as a result of a dispute with the
Netherlands over the administration of the region.
Dutch and Indonesian troops confronted each other
until an agreement was eventually brokered to transfer
responsibility for West Irian to Indonesia. The UNTEA
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observers arranged local agreements between conflicting parties and oversaw repatriations. The Irish
commitment to the mission ended on October 4th.
By November 1962 2 Armd Car Sqdn and 38 Inf Bn
had deployed to the Congo and took part in Operation
‘Grand Slam’, a final push by ONUC to end the
Katangan secession. The Irish took charge of 12 new
Ferret armoured scout cars and, for a time, its troopers also drove M113s and Swedish armoured personnel carriers.
Though the situation in the Congo was unresolved
the UN considered military operations were no longer
a necessity.
In 1963 Ireland sent 3 Armd Car Sqdn and 39 Inf Bn
in April with the final Irish unit to serve in the Congo,
2 Inf Gp, deploying in November.
In March 1964, as the Defence Forces prepared to
withdraw its last Congo contingent, another UN
request came for troops to participate in the new
United Nations Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP).
The background to the Cyprus conflict is complicated but stems mainly from divisions between the
island's Greek and Turkish communities. Cyprus was
beset by problems since gaining independence in
1960, mainly caused by Greek Cypriot dissatisfaction
with the constitution, which they felt gave the Turkish
community disproportionate representation. When
attempts were made to amend the constitution the
two communities began to prepare for conflict.
Assistance was requested from the UN and this led
to the establishment of UNFICYP.
The mission had three main aims: to prevent the
recurrence of fighting; to help maintain law and order;
and to contribute to the restoration of normal conditions. The deployment of UN troops in potential trouble spots quickly managed to achieve the mission's
first aim.
Following the Secretary General U Thant’s request,
the Irish Government agreed to participate and the
701-strong 40 Inf Bn was established with Lt Col P
Barry in command.
Like the ONUC airlifts, the USAF assisted in the
move from Dublin to Nicosia via Rome. The Irish
quickly settled into their new role as peacekeepers,
conducting foot and mobile patrols (in their new AML
Armoured Cars) of the Famagusta district. With nearly
four years of peacekeeping, and some peace-enforcing, experience, the Irish soon adapted to their role.
In August, the UN requested additional Irish
troops and 3 Inf Gp (399-strong) deployed to the
Larnaca and Paphos districts.
As UNFICYP established itself, it allowed the
Greek and Turkish islanders to continue to live a normal existence.
Though there was no open conflict, the Irish peacekeepers were kept busy with base security and
patrolling. For most, patrolling posed an opportunity to
see Cyprus, and meet the islanders and other foreign
peacekeepers. The next three UNFICYP contingents
up until October 1965 (41 and 42 Inf Bns and 4 Inf Gp)
continued to deploy to Famagusta. From then until
1968 the remaining Irish contingents (5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10
Inf Gps) operated in the Lefka district. Five Irish soldiers died while serving with Cyprus, none in action.
Meanwhile, in September 1965 the Defence Forces
sent 14 officers as observers to the United Nations

By the tenth anniversary of our entry into
UN peacekeeping, the
Defence Forces
showed it could step
up to the mark and
not be found wanting. Overseas service
was a shot-in-thearm to the profession of soldiering in
Ireland in terms of
new experiences,
equipment, clothing,
pay and self-esteem.
It showed the world
that Ireland, though
small and still young
as a state, was willing to play its part.
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India-Pakistan Observation Mission. This mission
was established in support the United Nations
Military Observers Group India Pakistan when conflict broke out along the border between India and
Pakistan. UN observers deployed along the ceasefire
line and following the signing of a peace treaty the
mission ended on March 22nd 1966.
On June 7th, 1967 Comdt Thomas Wickham, died
while serving as an observer with UNTSO during the
Six-Day War.
By the tenth anniversary of our entry into UN
peacekeeping, the Defence Forces showed it could
step up to the mark and not be found wanting.
Overseas service was a shot-in-the-arm to the profession of soldiering in Ireland in terms of new experiences, equipment, clothing, pay and self-esteem. It
showed the world that Ireland, though small and still
young as a state, was willing to play its part.
Overseas service boosted recruitment and it
improved the Defence Forces’ profile and the respect
in which it was held by the Irish people.
Defence Forces personnel had served in six different missions, diverse in climate and people. Though
the majority of veterans would say their overseas
trips were routine, 66 medals for acts of bravery were
awarded. But overseas also came at a price, with 36
personnel killed on UN service and countless injured.
This sacrifice was not only felt by the loved ones left
behind but also by a grateful nation who saw
Ireland’s stature on the world stage raised to a great
extent by the excellent work carried out by her soldier’s on behalf of the country and in the noble cause
of helping to bring peace to troubled lands.■

Overseas Units
ONU
Unit
32 Inf Bn
33 Inf Bn
34 Inf Bn
1 Inf Gp
35 Inf Bn

To/Form
July 1960 to January 1961
August 1960 to January 1961
January to July 1961
May to November 1961
June to December 1961

36 Inf Bn
37 Inf Bn
2 Armd Car Sqdn
38 Inf Bn
3 Armd Car Sqdn
39 Inf Bn
2 Inf Gp

December 1961 to May 1962
May to November 1962
November 1962 to April 1963
November 1962 to April 1963
April to October 1963
April to October 1963
November 1963 to June 1964

Commander
Lt Col Buckley
Lt Col Bunworth
Lt Col O’Neill
Lt Col O’Donovan
Lt Col McNeill/
Lt Col McNamee
Lt Col Hogan/Lt Col Ryan
Lt Col O’Broin
Comdt Foley
Lt Col Delaney
Comdt Cahalane
Lt Col Dempsey
Lt Col O’Sullivan

U
CY
40 Inf Bn
3 Inf Gp
41 Inf Bn
4 Inf Gp
42 Inf Bn
5 Inf Gp
6 Inf Gp
7 Inf Gp
8 Inf Gp
9 Inf Gp
10 Inf Gp

April to October 1964
July to December 1964
October 1964 to March 1965
January to June 1965
April to September 1965
October to March 1965
April to September 1966
October 1966 to March 1967
March to September 1967
October 1967 to September 1968
March to October 1968

Lt Col Barry
Lt Col McDonald
Lt Col Dempsey
Lt Col Hogan
Lt Col Delaney
Lt Col McGurk
Lt Col Walsh
Lt Col Hanley
Lt Col Beary
Lt Col Murphy
Lt Col O’Sullivan
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mean you would hardly get agreement among the
member States. The daily discussions and debates,
which we must have over here in New York are often
very difficult and these are in application of the present Charter. Re-writing the Charter wholesale for a
new era will probably not happen until after my time.
When it comes to Ireland’s position on Security
Council Reform our approach is based on a number
of considerations. First, we wish to see an increase
in the size of the Council that reflects the realities of
the 21st Century; secondly, any increase should be
regionally balanced including an enhanced role for
Africa; thirdly, any change should not lessen the
capacity of smaller member States like Ireland to
rotate or to continue to aspire to membership from
time to time in a reasonable timeframe; fourthly, we
would wish to see a complete removal of the veto. In
any event, there should be no conferral of new veto
powers; and fifthly, an expanded Security Council
should accommodate member States that play a
particularly significant role in the UN System, for
instance, financially, in peacekeeping, or in their
capacity for regional leadership. So you see we are
not being overly prescriptive but we have a number
of principles to which successive Governments at
home have attached importance. We are not alone in
that. There are a lot of countries like ourselves with
similar views - countries in the UN system like ourselves, which play a similar role, which try to be
bridge-builders, extending the hand of friendship
and joining people across the various divides.
An Cosantóir: This year the Defence Forces
celebrates 50 years of unbroken peacekeeping service and we are very proud of that, but is there a growing feeling within the UN to devolve peacekeeping
roles to regional organisations - for example to the
EU or the African Union or NATO - as distinct from
putting together distinctly UN Forces wearing blue
berets?
Ambassador Kavanagh: From my vantage point here, I can observe a huge increase over
recent years in recourse to international peace operations, including at the United Nations. Historically,
there have never been more UN peacekeepers on
missions in the field with blue headgear. And yet the
forces available do not match this need. Kofi Annan
has said that in his view, with his experience, the UN
organisation is being overstretched.
In that context the capacities that are brought by
regional organisations are a significant addition and
they are welcomed by the United Nations. So it is
not a question then of either/or. UN operations and
those of regional organisations are not mutually
exclusive alternatives. The view of the UN itself is
that on the contrary, these can be highly complementary. If you look for example at the evolution of
the relationship between the EU and the UN in the
peace and security area, the Italians during their EU
Presidency in 2003 promulgated a declaration of
principles by which the EU would be able to collaborate with the UN, in the area of crisis management.
The Irish Presidency followed in 2004 and tried to
put flesh on that declaration. As a result there is a
very close interchange, constant joint planning and a
deepening understanding and cooperation between
the EU instances on Crisis Management and the
UN’s Department of Peacekeeping Operations on
this side of the Atlantic.
The deployment of an EU Operation, authorised

by the UN Security Council, to support a UN mission
in eastern Chad is a very good example of this close
cooperation between the United Nations and the
European Union.
The essential point I am making is that I wouldn’t
cast this in terms of an either/or. The respective roles
of the United Nations and the regional Organi sations
and arrangements can be highly complementary. And
this, I know, is the view both of the United Nations
and the European Union.
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An Cosantóir: It has been written by several
commentators that ‘Ireland punches above its weight’
to use a boxing term in International Peacekeeping
and primarily UN peacekeeping and that has been
said of us down through the years – the question that
I have is do you still think that’s true?
Ambassador Kavanagh: I think it is true
actually. As you know the policy context of Ireland’s
participation is rooted and grounded in the Charter
and the primary responsibility of the United Nations
Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and security. Ireland does not have any
armed participation in peace support operations
overseas that has not been authorised by the
Security Council. This requirement of a mandate
from the Security Council is, as you know, part of the
Triple Lock, which - under the Defence Acts of the
Oireachtas - requires approval from the Government,
Dáil Éireann and the UN. So that is a very clear
statement of where we are and there are not very
many countries which have explicitly, as a matter of
national law and policy, placed their overseas operational participation so squarely in a context that
requires authorisation from the UN Security Council.
Many countries do observe this in practice, but there
are very few which have it crystallised so plainly and
obviously in national legislation.
There hasn’t been a day in the past fifty years
where Irish soldiers have not been in danger, keeping
the peace somewhere in the world. That is not overlooked or forgotten. It is very much to the fore of people’s awareness and consciousness here at UN
Headquarters, both on the part of the SecretaryGeneral and his staff and among the member States.
Ireland’s tradition of peacekeeping is a central part of
who we are here at the United Nations.
What we have also seen over the years is a constant increase in the quality of Irish peacekeeping, in
our training, equipment and experience. It was
always high because of the innate acumen of Irish
military personnel when they find themselves in a
conflict situation. You only have to look at the number of Force Commanders that we have had, most
recently Lt Gen Nash in Chad, but also the number
of times that the UN and others have come to us
looking for Ireland to provide people to fill particularly sensitive needs. If you actually listen to what
our peers are saying in terms of what our men and
women in uniform have done in East Timor, Liberia,
Kosovo, and are now doing in Chad, there is definitely awareness in the UN community that Ireland has a
particular strength in this area and that we are right
up with the leaders.
So I would be very much of the view that Ireland
continues to have a very significant peacekeeping
profile in the United Nations. Regardless of whether
sometimes the numbers are up or sometimes down,
the UN has that sense about us - real quality and real
commitment.■
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1968
J e
– Robert Kennedy shot
dead.
J 29 – Pope Paul VI bans
the use of contraceptives by
Roman Catholics.
M 29 – Man United wins
European Cup.
Oc be 28 – Lt Ronald Byrne
dies on active service in
Cyprus.
No e ber
– Richard Nixon
elected US President.
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he second decade of Defence Forces involvement
in UN overseas service began with our continued
participation with the UNTSO observer mission
in the Middle East and with UNFICYP in Cyprus.
It also provided an opportunity for Ireland to
recognise its soldiers’ heroism, leadership and devotion to duty. On June 6th, at a medal parade in the
Curragh Camp, Mr Michael Hillard TD (Minister for
Defence) presented distinguished service medals
(DSMs) to serving and retired personnel for their
service in the Congo. Lt Gen Seán McKeown (Chief of
Staff), Lt Col Kevin Nunan, Capt Arthur Magennis
1969
and Cpl Charles Connolly all received the DSM 1st
h 7 – Israel elects Golda
Class (with Honour). DSMs were also presented
Meir as its first female leader.
posthumously to the families of Lt Col M Hogan, Coy
p
– Bernadette Devlin
Sgt F Grant and Sgt P Mulcahy.
becomes youngest MP.
Meanwhile, in Cyprus the relationship between the
– Tpr Michael Kennedy
Greek and Turkish communities was calm with both
dies on active service in
Cyprus.
sides talking to each other. HQ UNFICYP held a
2 – Neil Armstrong first
parade marking United Nations Day on October 24th,
man to walk on the moon.
attended by representatives of all the mission’s cong
4 – British troops
tingents, including OC 11 Inf Gp, Lt Col D Ó Broin.
sent into Northern Ireland to
In December 1968 An Cosantóir produced the first
restore law and order.
Oc ber 0 – Ulster B specials Defence Forces Handbook highlighting the work of the
disbanded.
Defence Forces at home and abroad. It showed at the
time that the Defence Forces had an establishment of
1970
13,066 PDF and 22,647 FCÁ, with a Defence Vote of
Ap i 6 – Ian Paisley wins
£10,892,000 (1966/67). It also noted that our overseas
Northern Ireland seat in

T

British parliament.
M c 2 d – Concorde makes
its maiden flight.
2
– Arms Trial opens in
Dublin.
J e 2 – New peace plan for
Middle East.
e e e 2 – Arab leaders
sign Jordan peace deal.
o e be 9 – France mourns
death of De Gaulle.
1971
J
25 – Idi Amin ousts
Uganda president.
Ap – Maj Gen PJ Delaney
appointed Chief of Staff.
J e
– Pte Brendan
Cummins dies on active service in Cyprus.
J – Maj Gen Thomas Carroll
appointed Chief of Staff.
J 8 – British troops shoot
Londonderry rioters.
Oc be
– Army blasts
Northern Ireland border roads.
De e be
– Bomb demolishes crowded Belfast pub.
De e be 2 – Kurt Waldheim
appointed UN SecretaryGeneral.

In December 1968
An Cosantóir produced
the first Defence Forces
Handbook highlighting
the work of the Defence
Forces at home and
abroad.
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involvement had contributed to the modernisation of
the Defence Forces in relation to small-arms, clothing,
communications, helicopters and armoured cars.
For most soldiers, their overseas’ experience was
similar to their predecessors to the missions in
Congo and Cyprus. However, for the few who got to
serve as observers with UNTSO, this was an often
unique and personal experience. Irish officers had
being serving with the mission since 1958 and could
be deployed to Israel, Syria or Egypt. On arrival intheatre, they would receive a brief at HQ UNTSO in
Jerusalem and then posted to the control centres in
Tiberias, Damascus or Gaza.
Officers, like Comdt JE White and Capt J Young
who served with UNTSO in 1969, would team up with
other foreign officers to carry out their observer
duties, which would involve recording any incidents in
their area and reporting back to their control station.
At the control station the staff produced a collated
report from the information received from the OPs
and forward it to HQ UNTSO.
Observers stationed at the OPs were self-sufficient and would take turns in cooking and cleaning,
though this was mostly done by paying a local person
to do these tasks. Some OP teams had a vehicle to
carry out limited patrols.
When not in their OPs the Irish officers would
usually share an apartment, which they paid for from

1972
a 0 – 13 dead as British
troops open fire on Civil Rights
march.
e
2 – British embassy
in Dublin is burnt down.
22 – US President Nixon
visits Moscow.
ly 0 – NI Secretary Willie
Whitelaw holds secret talks
with IRA.
r h – Nine kidnapped
S
Israeli athletes die in failed rescue attempt in Germany.
D ce e
– Apollo 17, last
manned mission to the moon
returns.
ec
2
– 14 survivors
found 10 weeks after plane
crash in the Andes.
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their allowance of £25/35 per month. Some officers
who brought their families with them would acquire
houses close to their station.
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The Troubles
In March 1969 as 12 Inf Gp, under Lt Col D Hassey,
travelled to Cyprus to replace 11 Inf Gp, the situation
in Northern Ireland deteriorated, with increased sectarian violence and a breakdown in law and order. On
August 13th, An Taoiseach, Mr John (Jack) Lynch
spoke to the nation on television and radio, stating
that Ireland could not stand by as Northern Ireland
descended into anarchy. He also asked the British
government to request a UN peacekeeping force to
deploy to Northern Ireland. (The following day the
British sent a large number of their own troops to the
troubled region.) The Taoiseach also ordered the Irish
Army to move units to the border and to establish
1973
field hospitals in anticipation of accepting refugees.
1 – Ireland joined the
Within a very short time Irish soldiers found themEEC.
selves deployed along the border in support of An
January 23rd – US President
Nixon announces Vietnam peace Garda Síochána and in a position to apply some of
deal.
the lessons learned from the static OPs and
M
t – Liam Cosgrave TD patrolling that they had been carrying out overseas.
appointed An Taoiseach.
In the meantime, 13 Inf Gp, under Lt Col P Carroll,
A l
– Artist Pablo Picasso
deployed to Cyprus in September.
dies.
Peacekeeping duties on the Mediterranean island
e 2 – Erskine Childers
becomes President of Ireland.
during this period mainly revolved around base secuSe te
1 – 27 and 28 Inf Bns rity and patrolling. While patrolling, either on foot, by
established as new border units.
land rover or by Panhard armoured car, the Irish UN
O o e 0 – 25 Inf Gp arrive in
Cario for service with UNEF II. troops attempted and bring a sense of normality to
the day-to-day life of both the Greek and Turkish
oe
– Col R Bunworth
appointed Chief of Staff
Cypriot communities. At times this would involve
UNTSO.
troops using all their diplomatic skills to resolve local
De e be
– Sunningdale
issues such as water or grazing rights and ensuring
agreement signed in Northern
these did not escalate.
Ireland.
While on patrol in both Greek and Turkish villages
the Irish were careful not to take sides, particularly
when questioned by well-informed villagers who
would make reference to Irish history and current
affairs in relation to their own plight.
From 1970 to 1973, Ireland sent eight more infantry
groups (18 to the 25 Inf Gps) to UNFICYP. As the situation remained generally calm on the island 16
Panhard armoured cars returned home and were used
to augment the Defence Forces’ cavalry units
deployed along the border with Northern Ireland.

On August 13th,
An Taoiseach, Mr John
(Jack) Lynch spoke to the
nation on television and
radio, stating that
Ireland could not stand
by as Northern Ireland
descended into anarchy.

A Brief Mission
As 25 Inf Gp was just establishing itself with UNFICYP the UN had to deal with another crisis emerging
in the Middle East.
On October 6th 1973, during the Jewish festival of
Yom Kippur, Syria, supported by Iraqi, Jordanian,
Saudi, and Moroccan contingents, made a surprise
attack on Israeli forces on the Golan Heights. At the
same time Egyptian forces attacked Israeli positions
along the Suez Canal. After almost three weeks of
heavy fighting a ceasefire was agreed on October
22nd (though Israeli Army general Ariel Sharon’s
forces continued fighting until October 24th).
On October 23rd, the UN Security Council passed
a resolution authorising a peacekeeping force, designated United Nations Emergency Force II (UNEF II) to
deploy to the region.
The quickest way to get UNEF II into the field was
to transfer existing contingents from UNFICYP. The
AN COSANTÓIR
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1974
A i 25 – Army rebels seize
power in Portugal.
M 1
– 33 killed in Dublin
and Monaghan bombings.
– 26 Inf Gp UNEFII ordered
back to Ireland.
0 – Greece and Turkey
agree peace deal over Cyprus.
– US Vice-President
Ford takes over from Richard
Nixon.
N ve
– President
Erskine Childers dies in office.
e e
h – Birmingham
six charged with bombing.
e
9 – Cearbhaill
Ó Dálaigh becomes President
of Ireland.
1975
eb u
– Margaret
Thatcher becomes
Conservative leader in Britain.
Ap i 30 – Vietnam capital,
Saigon falls to North
Vietnamese forces.
– UVF killed three members of the Miami show band.
g 2 – Former President
and An Taoiseach Eamon
DeValera dies.
e
Se
– Series of
bomb blasts rock Northern
Ireland.
O
e
– Dutch Dr
Herrema kidnapped by
Provisional IRA.
ove
2 – Spanish Gen
Franco dies.

Irish government quickly acceded to a request to supply troops to the new mission and as a result 25 Inf Gp
was pulled out of Cyprus and flown to Cairo for
deployment to Sinai, leaving just a few Irish military
staff operating at HQ UNFICYP. Soon afterwards 25
Inf Gp was augmented by 130 extra troops from
Ireland.
On arrival, the Irish troops, in addition to dealing
with the searing heat and desert conditions, also had
to operate in the aftermath of a battle, with both belligerents (Israel and Egypt) still on high alert. The
region was littered with burnt out tanks and APCs,
downed aircraft, and unmarked minefields and unex1976
a h – Sallins train robbery ploded ordnance.
In April 1974, 25 Inf Gp was replaced by 26 Inf Gp
takes place.
J – Maj Gen Carl O'Sullivan
under command of Lt Col Parker. The new unit was
becomes Chief of Staff
only settling in when the Dublin and Monaghan bomb5 – Four prisoners
ings took place leaving 33 dead and many injured. As a
escape from Special Crimnal
result of this serious domestic security situation the
Courts in Dublin.
Irish government decided to withdraw its troops from
Oc ob 2 – Cearbhaill
Ó Dálaigh resign as President
the Sinai for duty at home and Irish commitment to
of Ireland.
UNEF II ended completely in September.
e d – Patrick Hillery
Meanwhile, on Cyprus in July 1974 serious hostilibecomes President of Ireland.
ties
broke out following a coup d’etat on the Greek
e e e – Maj Gen James
side and a resulting invasion of the island by Turkish
Quinn appointed Force
Commander UNFICYP.
parachutists. The UN eventually secured a ceasefire
and UNFICYP were tasked with patrolling a buffer
1977
h2
– 583 people died in zone between the belligerents.
Tenerife air disaster.
On the Golan Heights the situation remained
A
– Red Rum wins his
tense between Israel and Syria. The UN managed to
third Grand National.
broker a deal between the sides to disengage their
J 5 – Jack Lynch TD
forces and call a ceasefire. Part of the agreement say
appointed An Taoiseach.
u t
– Elvis Presley dies. the establishment of the United Nations
No e be 9 – Egyptian
Disengagement Observation Force (UNDOF). Similar
President Sadat visits Israel.
to the setting up of the ONUC mission, the UN used
D e ber 5 – Charlie
elements from UNTSO, including Irish officers from
Chaplain dies.
Observation Group Lebanon, in the establishment of
1978
the new mission, which was to set up OPs and cone r
r – Egyptian
duct patrols along a buffer zone between Israeli and
President Sadat heads to US
for Middle East peace talks.
Syrian forces.
M h
– Israel invades
Irish involvement in the Middle East during this
south Lebanon.
period
included Col R Bunworth who served as actr – Lt Gen William Callaghan
ing
Chief
of Staff UNTSO from November 1973 to
appointed Chief of Staff
1974, and Capt Joe Fallon who as Military Advisor to
UNTSO.
J e
– Israeli troops leave
Finnish Lt Gen Ensio Siilasvuo, Chief of Staff
south Lebanon.
UNTSO, assisted in setting up the ceasefire lines in
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the Sinai and the Golan Heights following the Yom
Kippur War.
Conclusion
For the next four years, Ireland’s commitment to UN
peacekeeping operations took a back seat as the government dealt with the security threat at home, with
troops being increasingly deployed in an aid to the
civil power (ATCP) role supporting An Garda
Síochána and providing troops to protect vital installations from attack and to assist in cash escorts.
Throughout this period modernisation of the
Defence Forces continued, with reinvestment and the
purchase of small-arms, Panhard APCs, anti-tank
weapons, combat uniforms, jet aircraft, naval vessels
and new facilities, such as Monaghan Barracks, which
was built in 1975. In contrast to 1966 the Defence vote
in 1976 was £85,400,000 and in 1977 the Defence
Forces’ strenght stood at 15,600 PDF and 22,800 FCÁ.
Though no new major troop contingents deployed
overseas, Ireland did continue serving with both
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UNTSO and UNFICYP.
Major Irish UN appointments during this period
included Maj Gen James Quinn, who was appointed
Force Commander UNFICYP in December 1973; Lt
Col J O’Sullivan, who was seconded to the UN as
Military Staff Officer to the UN Secretary General’s
Representative in Rhodesia in 1977; and Lt Gen
William Callaghan, who was appointed Chief of Staff
UNTSO in 1978.
In regard to our overseas service, the period 1968
to 1978 can be seen as something of a cooling off
period. Though we continued supplying units to UNFICYP (until 1974) and UNTSO, the main focus for the
Defence Forces switched back home because of the
threat to Ireland’s national security.
The period also saw increased government expenditure on defence with new military hardware and
increased numbers in the Defence Forces.
During those ten years we lost five soldiers serving overseas.■

U Thant
(UN Sec Gen 1961-71)

Overseas Units
Unit
UN CYP
11 Inf Gp
12 Inf Gp
13 Inf Gp
18 Inf Gp
19 Inf Gp
20 Inf Gp
21 Inf Gp
22 Inf Gp
23 Inf Gp
24 Inf Gp
25 Inf Gp

To/Form

Commander

August 1968 to March 1969
March to September 1969
September 1969 to April 1970
March to October 1970
September 1970 to April 1971
April to October 1971
October 1971 to April 1972
April to October 1972
October 1972 to April 1973
April to October 1973
October to December 1973

Lt Col O’Broin
Lt Col Hassey
Lt Col Carroll
Lt Col O’Brien
Lt Col Tracey
Lt Col Griffin
Lt Col Callaghan
Lt Col Hurley
Lt Col Donovan
Lt Col Garvey
Lt Col Allen

U
25 Inf Gp
26 Inf Gp

December 1973 to April 1974
April to September 1974

Lt Col Allen
Lt Col Parker
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1978
M h
– PLO launch
attacks on Israel.
M h
15 – Israel
launches ‘Operation Litani’
into Lebanon.
M h
– UN Security
Council adopts Resolutions
425 and 426 establishing
UNIFIL.
M
– Irish government
approves despatch of troops
to UNIFIL.
r – Lt Gen William
Callaghan appointed Chief
of Staff UNTSO.
M 2 r – Advance party of 43
Inf Bn arrive in south
Lebanon.
e
– Israeli troops withdraw from south Lebanon.
25 – Pte Gerard
Moon dies on active service
in Lebanon.
g – Maj Gen Carl
O’Sullivan promoted Lt Gen
and retains his appointment
as Chief of Staff.
Oc ober
– Cardinal Carol
Wojtyla of Krakow becomes
Pope John Paul II.
De em e 2 – Cpl Thomas
Reynolds dies on active
service in Lebanon.
1979

y
– Vietnamese-led
rebel forces remove Khmer
Rouge troops from
Cambodia.
e
7 – China invades
Vietnam.
t – Pte Philip Grogan
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
g 2 – IRA bombs kills
Lord Mountbatten at
Mullaghmore and 18 British
soldiers killed at
Warrenpoint.
Se e be
– Pope John
Paul II calls for an end to
violence in Ireland during
his Irish visit.
De em e
– Charles
Haughey TD becomes
Taoiseach.
D e er 2 – Pádraig
Faulkner TD appointed
Minister for Defence.
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he period 1978 to 1988 was dominated by violent
events in the Middle East and the ever-increasing
escalation of hostile activity towards peacekeepers, especially in Lebanon.
The year 1978 was the 180th anniversary of the 1798
Rebellion in Ireland and the death of Wolfe Tone, as
well as the 60th anniversaries of the Sinn Féin landslide election and the ending of the First World War. It
was also the year that saw the Republic of Ireland,
then only 30 years in existence, take another step
along the road of establishing this country as a major
player in UN peacekeeping operations when, on May
25th, the first Irish troops bound for service with the
United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)
arrived at Ben Gurion Airport in Israel.
Almost 20 years to the day since the first overseas
deployment of Defence Forces personnel with
UNOGIL (also to Lebanon) members of the advance
party of 43 Inf Bn (under the command of Lt Col MF
Guerin) and its associated components commenced
their six-month tour of duty, with the main body of
troops arriving in mid-June.
Originally envisaged by the UN as a short duration
mission, as its name suggested, little did anyone in
Ireland know that our involvement with UNIFIL would
turn out to be the longest and costliest peacekeeping
mission in our history, continuing for over 20 years,
and would seriously test the resolve of the government and the Defence Forces.
The Lebanese Situation
After their ejection from Jordan a large proportion
of the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO)

T

Almost 20 years to the
day since the first overseas deployment of DF
personnel with UNOGIL
the advance party of 43
Inf Bn commenced their
six-month tour of duty.
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moved to Lebanon, where they set up bases and continued to carry out attacks on Israel, particularly in the
period leading up to the outbreak of civil war in
Lebanon in 1975. During that civil war, which was
fought between Christians, Muslims, Druze,
Palestinians and other factions, the institutions of
state eroded and eventually broke down. The Lebanese
security forces were unable to contain the situation as
it too splintered along loyalties to religious institutions. All of these factors led to increased tensions
between Lebanon and Israel, who were concerned by
the instability of their northern neighbour and the possibility of an emergent Palestinian state coming into
existence on Lebanese territory.
On March 11th 1978 the PLO launched a series of
attacks into Israel that left many Israelis dead and
injured. The expected retaliation was not long in coming. On this occasion, however, Israel did not follow
its usual pattern of retaliatory strikes against selected targets; instead, the response was the launch of
Operation ‘Litani’ on March 14th/15th. This was nothing less than the full-scale invasion of Lebanon as far
as the Litani River, encompassing the entire southern
part of the country. This move had the potential to
destabilize the whole Middle East.
The Lebanese authorities immediately protested
to the UN condemning the invasion and stating that
the country had no connection with the PLO. Both the
Israelis and the Lebanese governments were unable
to resolve the issues and a formal request was lodged
with the UN Security Council for discussion.
On March 19th, the Security Council responded by
adopting Resolution 425, which established two
requirements. The first called for strict respect for the
territorial integrity, security and political independence of Lebanon within its internationally recognised
boundaries (something the Irish state would have had
some sympathy with as a result of her own history of
territorial disputes). The second called on Israel to
immediately cease its military actions against
Lebanon and withdraw forthwith its forces from all
Lebanese territory. A subsequent Resolution, 426,
approved the report of the Secretary General on the
implementation of Resolution 425, which also contained guidelines for the operations of UNIFIL.
UNIFIL Established
The UN Security Council established UNIFIL with the
assistance of the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organisation (UNTSO), the longest ongoing UN
peacekeeping operation (established in 1948). Fortytwo observers from UNTSO’s headquarters in
Jerusalem were permanently assigned to UNIFIL as
Observer Group Lebanon (OGL). UNTSO’s personnel
were well aware of the dangers they faced as in the six
months prior to UNIFIL’s activation it was reported
that ‘the average observer in Lebanon came under fire
nine times, his vehicle will have been hit twice while
driving and on eight occasions he will have been the
victim of ill treatment or threats of death at his OP’.
On its establishment UNIFIL’s main objectives were:
– To confirm the withdrawal of Israeli forces
– To restore international peace and security
– To assist the government of Lebanon in ensuring
the return of its effective authority in the area to
offer humanitrian assistance.
AN COSANTÓIR
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1980
M h 4 – Robert Mugabe
becomes President of
Zimbabwe.
0 – First female
M
cadets join the Defence
Forces.
M
– Army Ranger
Wing established.
– Battle of At Tiri
South Lebanon.
– Pte Stephen Griffin
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
A i
– Ptes Derek
Smallhorne and Thomas
Barrett die on active service
in Lebanon.
– SAS end Iranian
embassy siege in London.
M
t – Sgt Edward Yates
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
Se
be 2 – War breaksout between Iran and Iraq.
Oc ber
- Sylvester Barret
TD appointed Minister for
Defence.
Oc e
– Cpl Vincent
Duffy dies on active service
in Lebanon.
e e be 6 h – Naval Service
conduct first ever re-supply
voyage to UNIFIL mission.
De e e
– Former Beatle
John Lennon shot dead.
De e e 7 – Pte John
Marshall dies on active service in Lebanon.
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themselves and the IDF as the South Lebanese Army
(SLA) and by UNIFIL as the De Facto Forces (DFF).
Confrontations between Irish UNIFIL troops and
Haddad’s forces were quite frequent and more dangerous. The most serious incident, later known as
‘the Battle of At Tiri’, took place in the Irish AO on
Easter Sunday, April 6th 1980 after DFF forces
attempted to take control of the village of At Tiri,
which was positioned in a strategic area providing
access to Hill 880, where UNIFIL had established a
position on a dominant feature overlooking the villages of Haddathah, Tibnine and Harris in the forward
edge of IRISHBATT area and jutting into the DFF
controlled area.
During the confrontation, which escalated over a
six-day period, IRISHBATT, supported by other
UNIFIL elements, continually denied the DFF control of the area. This was an important milestone on
the part of UNIFIL as up to this point all attempts to
discredit and intimidate UNIFIL troops had met with
little physical retaliation. However, the UN’s antagonists were to learn a hard lesson at At Tiri; that force
could, and would, be met with force when necessary.
Over the period of the battle, IRISHBATT proved
itself to be a robust force, while at the same time
respectful of its position as a peacekeeper. During
the action a DFF half-track was destroyed and a number of their personnel were killed and injured. Two
UNIFIL personnel, one Irish (Pte Stephen Griffin) and
one Fijian, were killed in action and four Defence
Forces personnel received the Military Medal for
Gallantry (MMG) for their actions.
If the village had been surrendered at that time
then it is possible that UNIFIL’s presence in South
Lebanon would have been made obsolete and its
mandate made redundant, leaving its personnel open
1981
to intimidation, ridicule and harassment on a greater
y 1 – Tehran frees US Troops Deploy
hostages after 444 days.
level from then on.
The Irish battalion in South Lebanon was originally
1 – Coy Sgt James deployed about an hour’s drive from UNIFIL HQ,
As it was, less than two weeks later three soldiers
Martin dies on active service which was at Naquora on the coast near the Rosh
of 46 Inf Bn were abducted by Haddad’s men, with two
in Lebanon.
Hanikra border crossing point with Israel. At the time of them (Ptes Derek Smallhorne and Tom Barrett)
eb
– Lt Gen William
being murdered in cold blood on April 18th. This was an
Callaghan appointed UNIFIL the Naquora landscape was quite flat and dirty and
nothing compared to the built-up major military camp everyday threat to Irish peacekeepers and observers
Force Commander.
that later became familiar to troops who served in the on other missions and many were abducted and
M
0 – US President
Reagan survives assassinareleased over the years, as hostage-taking became a
HQ or passed through on leave.
tion attempt.
significant tool in the arsenal of the UN force’s eneAt first ‘IRISHBATT’, as the Irish battalion was
A il 2 – Pte Hugh Doherty
mies. A medieval human bartering system taking place
known in UNIFIL terminology and its companies were
dies on active service in
in a haunting medieval landscape was just something
temporarily
sprawled
across
barren
hilltops
in
tented
Lebanon and Pte Kevin
villages awaiting the move to their Areas of Operations else that Irish soldiers had to get used to.
Joyce is listed missing in
As it became evident that UNIFIL was no longer an
(AO). Battalion HQ was encamped on the outskirts of
action.
M
– Republican prisoner
‘interim’ mission IRISHBATT had to adjust to ensure
Tibnine village under the crumbling walls of an old
Bobby Sands dies on hunger Crusader castle. A Coy, camped on a hill near Shaqra,
that its accommodation, facilities and logistics reflectstrike in Northern Ireland.
was the only other company that would remain where it ed the long-term nature of the mission that was now
M
– Pope John Paul II
was in the early days. However, Irish troops would soon becoming evident. To that end as early as December
survives assassination in
become familiar with place names such as Al Yatun, At 1980 the battalion began being resupplied by the Naval
Rome.
Service. The first such mission, carried out by LÉ Emer,
Tiri, Harris, Haddatha, Beit Yahun, and Brachit, all of
– Lt Gen Louis Hogan
set sail from Cobh on November 23rd, arriving in Beirut
which would become synonymous with the service of
appointed Chief of Staff.
J e 22 d – Pte Niall Byrne
Irish soldiers in Lebanon and become part of Irish mili- flying the UN standard for the first time on an Irish
dies on active service in
ship. These resupply missions by the Naval Service
tary vocabulary and historiography.
Lebanon.
became the norm and they continued for each consec1979 saw IRISHBATT consolidate its positions and
e 0 – James Tully
utive battalion during the life of the mission.
AO,
which
would
eventually
constitute
a
considerable
appointed Minister for
100sq kms. This area was subject to frequent infiltration
Defence.
Irishman in Command
Oc ber
– Egypt’s President of armed elements from the belligerent sides and had
Sadat assassinated.
In February1981, Ireland’s position as a major player
to be secured. Probably the greatest thorn in UNIFIL’s
e m
0 – The Aids epiin UNIFIL was recognised with the appointment of
side, and hence IRISHBATT’s, was the Israeli-backed
demic is discovered.
Lt Gen William Callaghan as Force Commander,
Christian militia of Maj Saad Haddad, referred to by
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On May 9th 1978 the Irish government approved the
dispatch of an Irish battalion to UNIFIL, thus beginning an intense two-week period of preparation for
deployment. From the outset the new mission encountered serious difficulties. The United States, the original sponsor of the peacekeeping force, failed to give it
the necessary support; Israel criticised Resolution
425 for being ‘inadequate and lacking’; and Arab
states attacked the Resolution for not explicitly condemning Israel and its failure to completely withdraw
its forces to allow UNIFIL to deploy along the border
and fulfil its mandate. All these factors combined to
negate the peacekeepers’ mandate in the those early
years, and resulted in an ‘interim’force remaining in
place for decades.
However, this was the mandate that Irish soldiers
found themselves with and they endeavoured to carry
it out as a functional part of UNIFIL and in an environment that without warning frequently turned hostile
and dangerous.
The Lebanon mission quickly became a high-profile operation for Ireland and its military. The large
troop numbers that the Defence Forces had been
sending to serve with UNFICYP in Cyprus had been
terminated by 1974 and only a small staff element still
served there. (which was commanded by an Irishman,
Maj Gen James Quinn DSM, who had been appointed
in December 1976).
November 1978 also saw, for the first time, Defence
Forces personnel take up important appointments at
United Nations Headquarters in New York (UNNY).
Some later appointments would include officers serving in the UN Department of Peacekeeping
Operations (DPKO). These appointments would be
vital in future missions, not to mention UNIFIL.

June 2008

1982
M
9 – Paddy Power
appointed Minister for
Defence.
0t – Pte Gerard Hodges
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
A l 2 – Argentina invades
Falklands.
e
– Israeli ambassador
shot in London.
e
– Ceasefire agreed on
Falklands.
A u 0 – PLO leader Yasser
Arafat forced to leave Beirut.
ep e be
– Refugees massacred in Beirut camps.
2 – Ptes Peter Burke,
O
Thomas Murphy and Cpl
Greg Morrow die on active
service in Lebanon.
ece e 14 – Patrick Cooney
appointed Minister for
Defence.
1983
e
9 – Irish Derby winning horse Shergar kidnapped.
M
2 d – President Regan
launches the Strategic
Defensive Initiative (SDI)
(Star Wars).
A
2 t – Alledged Hitler
Diaries published.
e e e
– Dozens
escape in Maze break-out.
O
e 2 d – Beirut blasts kill
US and French peacekeepers.
5 – US troops invade
O
Grenada.
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a position he would hold until May 1986.
Lt Gen Callaghan was not a man to mince his
words. In an interview for BBC radio he was asked
how Maj Hadaad could make his task easier. His
response was clear: ‘I do not isolate Major Hadaad
or the armed elements or anybody, because cooperation is the name of the game here. You know, I
find it very hard to explain to volunteer
soldiers...sent by participating nations to do a job
to help Lebanon to re-assert its authority, and they
come and they are fired at, they are mortared, they
are tanked... I find it very hard to get my soldiers to
understand that situation, but I think they do. I think
this is so unfair and so unjust and so unreasonable
in our circumstances.’
On April 27th 1981, two Irish soldiers were
attacked by a Palestinian group near Dayr Ntar. One
(Pte Hugh Doherty) was shot dead and the other (SS
Caomhán Seoighe) listed as missing in action.
In June 1982, after increasing cross-border
exchanges with the PLO the IDF invaded Lebanon once
more, this time determined to drive the PLO from the
country entirely.The Israeli action effectively sidelined
the lightly armed UNIFIL who remained behind Israeli
lines and were limited to trying to protect and provided
humanitarian assistance to the local population.
In August, a US-backed agreement allowed
Syrian and PLO forces to withdraw from Beirut

1978 TO 1988
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Kurt Waldheim
(UN Sec Gen 1971-82)

1984
A
– Policewoman shot
dead during Libyan embassy
siege in London.
– Lt Gen Gerald O’Sullivan
appointed Chief of Staff.
Sep e e 26 – UK and China
agree Hong Kong handover.
O
– Cpl George
Murray dies on active service
in Lebanon.
to e 2 – IRA target British
cabinet in Brighton bomb
blast.
e e
– President
Reagan electedf or a second
term.
3 d – Hundreds die in
Dec
Bhopal chemical accident in
India.
1985

y 5 – Israel airlifts thousands of Jewish Ethiopian
refugees out of Sudan.
– Mikhail Gorbachev
becomes Soviet leader.
e 23 d – 329 dies in Air India
crash off the Irish Coast.
e
– Beirut ordeal ends
for hostages.
e e
– Anglo-Irish
Agreement signed.
e e
– Hijacked EgyptAir passenger jet to Malta
stormed by commandoes.
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helping to stabilise the area. This withdrawal was
supervised by the introduction into Beirut of a large
multinational force containing US and French troops.
The UN also declared around this time that it had a
$300 million deficit on peacekeeping operations around
the world and was facing a difficult time in funding
such missions. The increasing deficit in finances did
not, however, affect the operational conduct of missions: credit for that was given to troop-contributing
countries, such as Ireland, who in spite of the delays in
reimbursement and the victimisation of their soldiers
continued to support the organisation.
Throughout 1982 Irish casualties continued to
mount in the region. In September, Comdt Michael
Nestor serving with UNTSO was killed by a landmine
explosion in Beirut and in October, three Irish soldiers
(Cpl Gregory Marrow, Ptes Peter Burke and Thomas
Murphy) were murdered at Tibnine Bridge by a member
of their own company.
Life for the Irish soldier serving with UNIFIL during
our long tenure in South Lebanon consisted of long
periods of routine; repetitive work encapsulating
checkpoints, observation posts, patrols and other work
that the mission and environment dictated. However,
the routine was often replaced by periods of anxiety
and tension when Irish peacekeepers became the
object and victims of the belligerent factions.
1987
These incidents of obstruction to UNIFIL’s efforts to
0 – Cpl Dermot
McLoughlin dies on active
carry out its mandate continued despite the best efforts
service in Lebanon.
of the Irish government, which had acted as early as
20 – Terry Waite
1980, by convening a conference in Dublin for troopabducted in Beirut.
contributing countries, to try to enhance UNIFIL’s effeceb u 2 h – Sgt Maj John
tiveness in dealing with such situations. This Irish iniFitzgerald dies on active
service in Lebanon.
tiative helped the UN to put in place better procedures
M ch 0 – Michael Noonan
for liaison between these countries in dealing with such
appointed Minister for
actions. However, the mission and the political environDefence.
ment changed repeatedly and rapidly, particularly after
3 – Nazi war criminal
the Israeli invasion of 1982, and actions against UNIFIL
Klaus Barbie sentenced to
life.
personnel continued on a regular basis.
A
– Nazi prisoner
On October 1983 suicide bombers attacked the US
Rudolph Hess dies in
marine
and French bases of the multinational force in
Germany.
– Gunman killed 14 Beirut, causing hundreds of casualties and the withdrawal of the force.
in Hungerford.
A
2 – Cpl George
In 1984 Ireland became involved with the United
Bolger dies on active service Nations Inspection Teams mission (UNIT), which lastin Lebanon.
ed until 1988, and Lt Gen William Callaghan was
e
h – Brig Gen
Se
awarded the Distinguished Service Medal 1st Class,
James Parker becomes
having become the longest serving UNIFIL force comChief Military Observer to
UNMOGIP.
mander of any nationality.
No e be
– Bomb blast
1985 saw Israeli forces partially withdraw from
kills 11 at Enniskillen
Lebanon but retain control of an enclave (referred to
Memorial day.
by UNIFIL as the Israeli Controlled Area, or ICA) on
the Lebanese side of the Israeli/Lebanese border.
1988
May 1986 saw Lt Gen Callaghan step down as Force
M c
– IRA gang shot
Commander UNIFIL to take up the position of Chief of
dead by SAS in Gibraltar.
M c 7 – Gnr Paul Cullen
Staff UNTSO until he retired a year later.
dies on active service in
On August 21st Lt Aengus Murphy was killed by a
Lebanon.
roadside bomb, while carrying out mine-sweeping
A 5 – Hijackers free 25
duties near At Tiri, and on January 10th 1987, Cpl
hostages from Kuwaiti
Dermot McLaughlin died in Brachit as a result of hosAirways jet.
– Soviet Union signs tile fire from an Israeli tank.
agreement pledging to withIreland continued to be involved in other UN misdraw from Afghanistan.
sions throughout this period and in September 1987
3 d – US warship shoots
Irish officers joined the United Nations Military
down Iranian airliner.
Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) to
J
– Piper Alpha oil rig
blaze in North Sea.
monitor the situation there, and Brig Gen J Parker took
1986

2 – Space shuttle
Challenger explodes killing
seven astronauts.
e u
– Paddy O’Toole
appointed Minister for
Defence.
b
y 20 h – Soviets launch
Mir Space station.
Fe
– Lt Gen Tadhg
O’Sullivan appointed Chief
of Staff.
A
2 – Soviets admit
nuclear accident at
Chernobyol.
– Lt Gen William Callaghan
appointed Chief of Staff
UNTSO.
2 h – Tpr Paul Fogarty
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
g 2 – Lt Aengus
Murphy dies on active service in Lebanon.
e e
– US hostage
David Jacobsen released in
Beirut.
be
– Pte William
O’Brien dies on active service in Lebanon.
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up the appointment as its Chief Military Observer until
May 1989, when he was succeed by Brig Gen J Enright.
1988 saw Irish personnel join the United Nations
Relief Works Agency (UNRWA) which lasted from
February that year to June 1992 and in April the newly
established United Nations Good Offices Mission in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (UNGOMAP) saw further
Irish deployments until that mission ended in 1990.
This mission was further complemented and mirrored
in August by the commitment of personnel to the
United Nations Iran Iraq Military Observer Group
(UNIIMOG) until it too ended in 1991.
Conclusion
In the period between mid-1978 and mid-1988, the
Defence Forces, on the authority of the Irish government, took part in eight UN-mandated missions, with
approximately 11,000 individual tours of duty. These
involved UNFICYP, UNTSO, UNIT, UNMOGIP,
UNGOMAP, UNRWA, UNIFIL and UNNY. Of these,
the largest and probably the most dominant on Irish
politics, the Defence Forces and the state was
Ireland’s commitment to UNIFIL.
From the time the first Irish boots hit the ground
with 43 Irish Infantry Battalion in May 1978 to the
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1978 TO 1988

middle of 1987 there were 25 Irish fatalities among
those serving with the UN, as well as dozens of other
casualties. This compares with the period 1968 to 1978
where there were five deaths, and the first 10 years of
Irish UN involvement, from 1958 to 1968, during which
31 fatalities were suffered, including 26 in the four
years of the Congo mission (ONUC) 1960-1964.
In the 1978 to 1988 period three senior Irish officers
held the appointments of Chief Military Observer or
Force Commander with four United Nations missions,
important milestones in Irish military history.
The ‘Leb’, the Congo, Cyprus and all the other
countries where Irish soldiers have served and continue to serve, have become part of the Irish psyche,
and the Irish people, by sending their soldiers to
those troubled lands, have laid the foundations for
not only a part of the historical narrative of those
countries but also for the Irish Defence Forces, the
Irish people and the state. This narrative reflects the
need for our small nation to be an active player in
the search for international peace and reconciliation. Like other contributing countries, Ireland’s
commitment to the principles of the UN, which has
become a major aspect of her foreign policy since
1955, has exacted a heavy price. But Ireland has benefited greatly as a result.
For the Irish soldier on the ground in troubled
regions the experience of peacekeeping and the
blood, sweat and tears that service has exacted on
checkpoints, OPs or in camps, has resulted in many
of our soldiers being seduced by the landscapes and
peoples they have come in contact with. Even the
fact that sometimes they have felt futile in the face
of the situations they have found themselves in it
has done little to quash the enthusiasm to help and
the need to return again and again.
The experience of Irish soldiers on peacekeeping
missions has been, and will continue to be, one of
the most noble achievements in modern Irish
military history.■

Overseas Units
Unit
43 Inf Bn
44 Inf Bn
45 Inf Bn
46 Inf Bn
47 Inf Bn
48 Inf Bn
49 Inf Bn
50 Inf Bn
51 Inf Bn
52 Inf Bn
53 Inf Bn
54 Inf Bn
55 Inf Bn
56 Inf Bn
57 Inf Bn
58 Inf Bn
59 Inf Bn
60 Inf Bn
61 Inf Bn
62 Inf Bn
63 Inf Bn

To/Form
May to October 1978
November 1978 to April 1979
May to October 1979
November 1797 to April 1980
May to October 1980
November 1980 to April 1981
May to October 1981
November 1981 to April 1982
May to October 1982
November 1982to April 1983
May to October 1983
November 1983 to April 1984
May to October 1984
November 1984 to April 1985
May to October 1985
November 1985 to April 1986
May to October 1986
November 1986 to April 1987
May to October 1987
November 1987 to April 1988
May to October 1988

Commander
Lt Col Guerin
Lt Col Savino
Lt Col Quinlin
Lt Col Kissane
Lt Col Stewart
Lt Col Murray
Lt Col McNiocaill
Lt Col Enright
Lt Col Minehan
Lt Col McCarthy
Lt Col McGrath
Lt Col Kelly
Lt Col McQullian
Lt Col Crean
Lt Col Young
Lt Col Wright
Lt Col O’Shea
Lt Col Rohan
Lt Col Flood
Lt Col Farrell
Lt Col O’Grady
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The Military Medal for Gallantry
With Distinction
Tpr Anthony Browne
Capt Adrian Ainsworth
Lt Anthony Bracken
Cpl Michael Jones
Pte Michael John Daly
Comdt Michael Lynch

Congo
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon

The Military Medal for Gallantry
With Merit
Pte Paul Coventry

Lebanon

The Distinguished Service Medal
With Honour
Lt Gen John McKeown
Congo
Comdt Kevin Nunan
Congo
Capt Arthur Magennis
Congo
Cpl Charles Connolly
Congo
Cpl James Doohan
Lebanon
Maj Gen James Quinn
Cyprus
Lt Gen William Callaghan
Lebanon
Lt Gen James Parker
India/Pakistan
Sgt Gerry Lanigan
Lebanon
Lt Gen JN Bergin
UN Service
Lt Gen Gerry McMahon
UN Service
Lt Gen David Stapleton
Golan Heights
Lt Gen Colm Mangan
UN Service
Lt Gen Jim Sreenan
UN Service

The Distinguished Service Medal
With Distinction
Col Justin MacCarthy
Lt Col Patrick Barry
Lt Col Michael Hogan
Comdt Columba Browne
Comdt Joseph Fitzpatrick
Comdt James Flynn
Capt Thomas Boyle
Capt James Lavery
Capt Roger McCorley
Capt John Norton
Capt Michael Purfield
Capt Thomas Quinlan
Lt Peter Feeley
Lt Anthony Murphy
Lt Patrick Riordan
Sgt Maj Patrick Norris
Coy Sgt Daniel Carroll
Coy Sgt Walter Hegarty
Coy Sgt William McLoughlin
CQMS James Cotter
Sgt Alfred Johnston
Sgt John Quirke
Sgt Michael Rowland
Sgt George Shaughnessy
Cpl William Allen
Cpl Gerard Francis

Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo

Cpl John Kavanagh
Cpl Patrick Gregan
Cpl Michael O’Sullivan
Pte Anthony Connolly
Comdt Joseph Fallon
Lt Col Gerald O’Sullivan
Comdt James Flynn
Sgt Maurice Lordon
Pte Michael Dillon
Pte Colin Douglas
Pte Michael Burke
Sgt John Power
Pte Edward Doyle
Sgt Michael Fleming

Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Lebanon
Cyprus
Cyprus
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon

The Distinguished Service Medal
With Merit
Sgt John O’Reilly
Sgt Thomas Maguire
Sgt Patrick McCormack
Coy Sgt Felix Grant
Pte Patrick Wall
Pte John Murray
Pte James Murray
Pte Peter Madigan
A/Cpl Aiden Doyle
Cpl John Keenan
Pte Christopher Doolan
Pte John Clarke
Cpl Anthony Woodcock
Cpl Francis O’Neill
Cpl Edward Nolan
Cpl John Kealy
Cpl James Feery
Cpl James Fallon
Sgt William Whelan
Sgt John Ryan
Sgt William O’Sullivan
Sgt James McCafferty
Sgt Patrick Mulcahy
Sgt Daniel Mannix
Sgt Patrick Hayes
Sgt William Hartley
Sgt John Daly
Sgt Richard Connolly
Sgt Joseph Cashman
Sgt Daniel Ahern
Coy Sgt Christopher Walsh
Fr Edward Dunne
Sgt Michael Smith
Cpl Noel Mullins
Sgt Richard O’Shea
Cpl Timothy McCarthy
Pte K Benson
Pte P Kennedy
Pte Michael Geoghegan
Comdt Ian Byrne
Coy Sgt David Murphy

Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Congo
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Lebanon
Liberia
Liberia
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Name
Cougo (ONUC)
Coy Sgt Felix Grant DSM (33 Inf Bn)
Col Justin MacCarthy (HQ ONUC)
Lt Kevin Gleeson (33 Inf Bn)
Sgt Hugh F Gaynor (33 Inf Bn)
Cpl Liam Dougan (33 Inf Bn)
Cpl Peter Kelly (33 Inf Bn)
Pte Matthew Farrell (33 Inf Bn)
Tpr Thomas Fennell (33 Inf Bn)
Tpr Anthony Browne MMG (33 Inf Bn)
Pte Michael McGuinn (33 Inf Bn)
Pte Gerard Killeen (33 Inf Bn)
Pte Patrick H Davis (33 Inf Bn)
Cpl Liam Kelly (33 Inf Bn)
Cpl Luke Kelly (HQ ONUC)
Tpr Edward Gaffney (35 Inf Bn)
Tpr Patrick Mullins (35 Inf Bn)
Cpl Michael Nolan (35 Inf Bn)
Cpl Michael Fallon (36 Inf Bn)
Sgt Patrick Mulcahy DSM (36 Inf Bn)
Lt Patrick A Riordan DSM (36 Inf Bn)
Pte Andrew Wickham (36 Inf Bn)
Cpl John Geoghegan (36 Inf Bn)
Cpl John Power (36 Inf Bn)
Capt Ronald L McCann (HQ ONUC)
Cpl John McGrath (38 Inf Bn)
Comdt Thomas McMahon (HQ ONUC)
Cyprus (UNFICYP)
Coy Sgt Wallace J MacAuley (41 Inf Bn)
Sgt John Hamill (4 Inf Gp)
Cpl William Hetherington (4 Inf Gp)
Coy Sgt James Ryan (6 Inf Gp)
Capt Christopher McNamara (9 Inf Gp)
Cpl James Fagan (10 Inf Gp)
Lt Ronald B Byrne (11 Inf Gp)
Tpr Michael Kennedy (12 Inf Gp)
Pte Brendan Cummins (20 Inf Gp)
Middle East/UNTSO
Comdt Thomas P Wickham (UNTSO)
Comdt Michael Nestor (UNTSO)
Lebanon/UNIFIL
Pte Gerard Moon (43 Inf Bn)
Cpl Thomas Reynolds (44 Inf Bn)
Pte Philip Grogan (UNIFIL HQ)
Pte Stephen Griffin (46 Inf Bn)
Pte Thomas Barrett (46 Inf Bn)
Pte Derek Smallhorne (46 Inf Bn)
Sgt Edward Yates (47 Inf Bn)
Cpl Vincent Duffy (47 Inf Bn)
Pte John Marchshall (49 Inf Bn)
Coy Sgt James Martin (UNIFIL HQ)
Pte Caoimhín Seoighe (48 Inf Bn)
Pte Hugh Doherty (49 Inf Bn)
Pte Niall Byrne (49 Inf Bn)
Pte Gerard Hodges (50 Inf Bn)
Pte Peter Burke (52 Inf Bn)
Cpl Gregory Morrow (52 Inf Bn)
Pte Thomas Murphy (52 Inf Bn)
Cpl George Murray (55 Inf Bn)
Tpr Paul Fogarty (59 Inf Bn)
Lt Aonghus Murphy (59 Inf Bn)
Pte William O’Brien (60 Inf Bn)
Cpl Dermot McLoughlin (60 Inf Bn)
Sgt Maj John Fitzgerald (UNIFIL) HQ
Cpl George Bolger (61 Inf Bn)
Gnr Paul Cullen (62 Inf Bn)
Pte Patrick Wright (63 Inf Bn)
Pte Michael McNeela (64 Inf Bn)
Cpl Fintan Heneghan (64 Inf Bn)
Pte Thomas Walsh (64 Inf Bn)
Pte Mannix Armstrong (64 Inf Bn)
Sgt Charles Forrester (65 Inf Bn)
Comdt Michael O’Hanlon (66 Inf Bn)
Cpl Michael McCarthy (70 Inf Bn)
Cpl Peter Ward (71 Inf Bn)
Cpl Martin Tynan (72 Inf Bn)
CQMS Declan Stokes (28 Ir Comp)
Armn Stephen O’Connor (73 Inf Bn)
Sgt John Lynch (36 Ir Comp)
Pte Michael Dowling (83 Inf Bn)
Pte Kevin Barrett (84 Inf Bn)
Pte William Kedian (85 Inf Bn)
Tpr Jonathan Campbell (85 Inf Bn)
Pte Declan Deere (86 Inf Bn)
Pte Brendan Fitzpatrick (86 Inf Bn)
Pte Matthew Lawlor (86 Inf Bn)
Pte John Murphy (86 Inf Bn)
East Timor/UNTAET
Pte Peadar Ó Flaithearta (8 Ircon)
Liberia/UNMIL
Sgt Derec Mooney (90 Inf Bn)

Date

Home Unit

3 October 1960
27 October 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
8 November 1960
10 November 1960
24 December 1960
30 August 1961
13 September 1961
15 September 1961
15 September 1961
8 December 1961
16 December 1961
16 December 1961
16 December 1961
28 December 1961
7 March 1962
9 May 1962
21 March 1963
28 September 1963

12 Inf Bn
HQ 4 W Bde
2 Fd Engr Coy
2 Mot Sqn
5 Inf Bn
5 Inf Bn
2 Hosp Coy
2 Mot Sqn
2 Mot Sqn
2 Fd Engr Coy
CTD (E)
2 Fd Engr Coy
3 Inf Bn
Dep MPC
1 Armd Car Sqn
1 Mot Sqn
1 Tk Sqn
5 Inf Bn
6 Fd Arty Regt
6 Fd Arty Regt
2 Inf Bn
15 Inf Bn
CTD (E)
CTD (W)
4 Hosp Coy
HQ W Comd

22 February 1965
7 April 1965
19 July 1965
4 October 1966
16 January 1968
10 June 1968
28 October 1968
1 July 1969
11 June 1971

Dep MPC
Dep Cav
CTD (E)
5 Inf Bn
2 Grn S&T Coy
2 Mot Sqn
4 Inf Bn
1 Armd Car Sqn
2 Inf Bn

7 June 1967
25 September 1982

HQ C Comd
Mil Col

25 August 1978
24 December 1978
10 July 1979
16 April 1980
18 April 1980
18 April 1980
31 May 1980
18 October 1980
17 December 1980
10 February 1981
27 April 1981
27 April 1981
22 June 1981
20 March 1982
27 October 1982
27 October 1982
27 October 1982
9 October 1984
20 July 1986
21 August 1986
6 December 1986
10 January 1987
24 February 1987
29 August 1987
17 March 1988
21 August 1988
24 February 1989
21 March 1989
21 March 1989
21 March 1989
21 May 1989
21 November 1989
15 November 1991
29 September 1992
13 December 1992
14 June 1993
3 October 1993
6 August 1997
16 September 1998
18 February 1999
31 May 1999
5 September 1999
14 February 1999
14 February 1999
14 February 1999
14 February 1999

4 Inf Bn
2 Grn S&T Coy
28 Inf Bn
1 Fd Engr Coy
4 Inf Bn
4 Inf Bn
2 Cav Sqn
6 Fd Sig Coy
6 Fd S&T Coy
4 Grn MP Coy
1 Cn Cois
28 Inf Bn
6 Inf Bn
CTD (S
5 Inf Bn
2 Inf Bn
2 Inf Bn
2 Grn MP Coy
1 Tk Sq
AAS
6 Inf Bn
28 Inf Bn
1 Fd Arty Regt
12 Inf Bn
2 Fd Arty Regt
27 Inf Bn
27 Inf Bn
1 Cn Cois
28 Inf Bn
28 Inf Bn
2 Fd Arty Regt
HQ C Comd
4 Inf Bn
6 Inf Bn
Dep MPC
Mil Col
Air Corps
HQ C Comd
30 Inf Bn
28 Inf Bn
1 Cois Cn
4 Cav Sqn
3 Inf Bn
3 Inf Bn
3 Inf Bn
3 Inf Bn

15 April 2002

1 Cn Cois

27 November 2003
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1988
M
– Gnr Paul Cullen
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
g 2 – Pte Patrick
Wright dies on active service
in Lebanon.
1989
eb
2 – Solicitor Pat
Finucane shot dead in Belfast.
eb
2 – Pte Michael
McNeela dies on active service in Lebanon.
M
2 – Cpl Fintan
Heneghan, Ptes Thomas
Walsh and Mannix Armstrong
die on active service in
Lebanon.
M
Sgt Charles
Forrester dies on active service in Lebanon.
June – Brig Gen J Enright
appointed Chief Military
Observer UNMOGIP.
e e ber 2 – Canadian
100m Olympic winner Ben
Johnson fails drug test and
loses his gold medal.
Oc ber 9 – Latvians protest
for independence from the
Soviet Union.
No e ber 2 – Comdt
Michael O’Hanlon dies on
active service in Lebanon.
e e d – US and Soviet
leaders announce the end of
the Cold War at a summit in
Malta.
e be 2 – 258 people die
as jumbo jet explodes over
Scottish town of Lockerbie.
e e be 2 – Romanian
president Nicolae Ceausescu
and his wife shot for crimes
against the state.
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his period saw the Defence Forces increase its
participation with observer missions coupled with
a continued involvement with UNIFIL along with
our first involvement in a peace-enforcement mission. It also saw our participation in regionally led
missions with the EU, NATO and the OSCE.
For the Defence Forces at home, it continued to
support An Garda Síochána in an “Aid to a Civil
Power” role and it took part in a series of reviews,
which saw improvements in pay, equipment and
accommodation. As an organisation, the Defence
Forces went through a restructuring process and the
first ever White Paper on Defence was published in
1998. In September 1993, the United Nations Training
School Ireland was established with a role of educating Defence Forces and International students in
aspects of overseas operations.
Internationally, the biggest change occurred with the
break-up of the Soviet Union. The fragmentation of the
Warsaw Pact and the rush for independence, especially
in the Balkans posed a serious challenge to the UN.
In the Middle East, the early 1990s saw Israel, Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan and the PLO enter into talks with
some agreement between Israel and its neighbours.

T

Middle East
In June 1988 the main focus of our overseas commitment was UNIFIL. IRISHBATT operated on a sixmonth rotation with personnel manning static posi-

tions in the Irish Area of Operation (AO) on key vantage points and roads. Their established day-to-day
role was to observe and conduct patrols within their
AO, while flying the blue flag. The situation in south
Lebanon remained tense, with UNIFIL keeping a tentative peace between the Israeli-backed militia, the
De Facto Forces (DFF) supported by Israel and the
AMAL and Hezbollah, who made attacks on
DFF/Israeli positions in the Israel Controlled Area
(ICA), established when Israeli forces withdrew in the
mid-80s, as a buffer zone in south Lebanon, designed
to offer protection to north Israel from attack.
In recognition of our role as one of the UN peacekeeping contributing nations, the Nobel Peace Prize
was awarded to the UN in October 1988. In 1989, a
new National Peacekeepers Medal was struck and
presented to everyone who served overseas.
During the period, seven Defence Forces presonnel died (see timeline) while serving with UNIFIL in
Lebanon. The 66 Inf Bn was the first overseas unit to
carry the issued Steyr 5.56mm Rifle and a total of 20
Irish battalions (63 to 82 Inf Bns) rotated between
1988 and 1998. A new purpose-built battalion headquarters (Camp Shamrock) opened in 1994.
In bringing a little bit of Ireland to south Lebanon,
musicians, dancers and comedians were brought over
during a battalion’s tour. Service with UNIFIL always
drew an interest from the media; both national and
international with journalists like Paul Williams and

1990
eb
– Nelson
Mandela freed from South
African prison after 27 years.
Ap i
– UK Customs seize
part of a ‘Supergun’ bound for
Iraq.
e 0 – Irish soccer team
reach World Cup Quarterfinals, but lose 1-0 to Italy.
A g 2 – Iraq invades
Kuwait.
A g 24 – Irish hostage
Brian Keenan released in
Beirut after more than four
years in captivity.
o e be
– Mary Robinson
elected President of Ireland.

…The fragmentation of
the Warsaw Pact and the
rush for independence,
especially in the Balkans
posed a serious challenge
to the UN.
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by SGT DAVID NAGLE

…the local population
in south Lebanon had
to deal with the
tit-for-tat battles
between the
AMAL/Hezbollah and
the Israelis and its
DFF militia.
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Robert Fisk visiting the Irish AO. But as the entertainers came and went, one lady in particular had a special place in the soldier’s heart. RTÉ reporter Treasa
Davison was a regular visitor to Lebanon, as she travelled around the Irish posts recording message for
families at home.
Though peace talks did go on between Israel and
its Arab neighbours, UNIFIL and the local population
in south Lebanon had to deal with the tit-for-tat battles between the AMAL/Hezbollah and the Israelis
and its DFF militia.
In April 1996, Israel launched an offensive “Grapes
of Wrath” into Lebanon in response to Hezbollah
rocket attacks in the ICA and north Israel. During the
offensive, a UN Fijian compound was bombed and 110
civilians sheltering in the compound died. Following
international condemnation, Israel, Lebanon and
Syria agreed a ceasefire on April 26th. During the
offensive, the troops of the 80 Inf Bn and the Irish officers serving with Observer Group Lebanon (OGL) in
UNTSO, continued to man their positions, providing
shelter and humanitarian assistance during the
Israeli campaign.
When not on duty, sport would play a big part within the battalion’s life, with the battalion soccer, hurling and Gaelic football tournaments well attended.
Also, every opportunity was taken to organise intercontingent sporting events.
The Irish troops took on numerous humanitarian
projects, with, the Tibnine Orphanage being a
favourite, though each company would have its own
local project. The battalion chaplain was usually the
point of co-ordination with regards to such schemes
to raise money, either through raffles, quizzes and
donations from home. The Irish contingents received
funds from the Irish government for humanitarian
projects during their tour.
At the same time, Defence Forces personnel continued their involvement in the Middle East with
UNTSO, UNDOF and UNFICYP. The latter saw Maj
Gen Michael Minehane become Force Commander
UNFICYP in April 1992 until August 1994.

1988 TO 1998
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New Missions – Middle East
In 1988 and 1992, two Irish officers served with the
United Nations Relief Works Agency (UNRWA) in
Beirut. It worked with the Palestinian refugees
throughout the Middle East, providing education,
health, relief and social work.
Then in August 1988 following the ceasefire that
ended the Iran-Iraq War, the United Nations Iran-Iraq
Military Observer Group (UNIIMOG) deployed
observers along the 800km ceasefire line. In October,
a 37-strong Irish Military Police contingent joined the
15 Irish observers and our commitment (177 in total)
ended in March 1991.
Following the Gulf War in 1991, 69 Defence Forces
personnel served with the United Nations Iraq-Kuwait
Observation Mission (UNIKOM) from April 1991 on the
UN manned ceasefire line between Iraq and Kuwait.
Observers and troops were drawn from UNIFIL and
UNFICYP to established OPs and conduct patrols
along the Khar Abdullah waterway and the DMZ (200km
long and 15km wide). UNIKOM withdrew in 2003, leaving a small HQ element stationed in Kuwait City.
From September 1997 and March 2003, five officers
served with United Nations Special Commission
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1991
J
– US, British,
French, Saudi and Kuwait aircraft bomb key military sites in
Iraq.
Feb
2 – Gulf War ends
after Iraq accepts all UN resolutions.
h 4 – Birmingham Six
released from UK prison after
16 years.
e 2 – Yugoslav troops
swept into the republic of
Slovenia, 48 hours after it
declared independence.
– Defence Forces personnel
deploy with EUMM.
3 – US and Soviets agree
to cut their nuclear arsenals by
a third.
g
– Soviet hardliners
stage failed coup against
President Gorbachev.
Se e e – Defence Forces
personnel deploy with MINURSO to western Sahara.
No e be
– Cpl Michael
McCarthy dies on active service in Lebanon.
o embe 8 – Terry Waite
freed in Beirut after four years
in captivity.
1992
eb
– Maastricht Treaty
signed by Ireland.
e a – Albert Reynolds TD
appointed An Taoiseach.
– Cpl Michael Carruth wins
Gold Medal for boxing at
Barcelona Olympics.
g
– Serbian prisons in
Bosnia are condemned by international community.
Se e be 2 – Cpl Peter
Ward dies on active service in
Lebanon.
No e be
– Bill Clinton
wins US Presidential elections.
e e e 9 – US Marines
land in Somalia.
e be
– Cpl Martin
Tynan dies on active service in
Lebanon.

When Spain left in the
mid-1970s, Polisario, a
nationalist movement,
proclaimed an
independent state, the
Saharwi Arab
Democratic Republic.
Polisario was backed by
Algeria, but Mauritania
and Morocco both
claimed the territory…
0
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(UNSCOM) with a mission to supervise the destruction and rendering harmless Iraq’s weapons of mass
destruction (WMD). In December 1998, UNSCOM
withdrew from Iraq and was replaced (in December
1999) by the United Nations Monitoring Verification
and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC).
Former Chief of Staff Lt Gen Dave Stapleton
served as Force Commander of the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) on the
Golan Heights from June 1997 and August 1998.

ment agreed to contribute.
As the situation deteriorated, the UN passed a
resolution invoking Chapter VII of the UN Charter,
changing it to a peace-enforcement mission. This
caused the delay in the Irish deployment, as the Dail
passed the legislation, allowing Irish troops to participate in such missions.
In the meantime, UNOSCOM II was sidelined by
the US-led 37,000-strong contingent that stabilised
the situation, before handing over to the UN in May
1993. On June 5th, 24 Pakistani UNOSOM troops were
Africa
killed in fighting with Aideed’s clan, and in October 18
In March 1989, the Defence Forces got a chance to
US Rangers, operating independently of UNOSOM,
serve in Africa again, 25 years since the Congo miswere killed. US forces pulled out in March 1994.
sion. The Defence Forces committed 20 observers in
In August 1993, 1 Tpt Coy flew in from Ireland
total to the United Nations Transition Assistance
equipped with 40-plus vehicles. They based themGroup (UNTAG). In November 1988 Cuba, Angola,
selves at their compound, Camp Shannon in Baidoa,
South Africa and the United States eventually agreed 177 miles from Mogadishu. Their main task was ferryto a Cuban withdraw from Angola. UNTAG’s tasked
ing supplies for the French brigade (later Indian)
was to ensure Namibian independence through free
based in the Baidoa region.
elections and the mission ended in April 1990.
The weekly convoy to Mogadishu, where all supFollowing a peace deal between the Angolan and
plies arrived, was a dangerous affair. Even in the wake
UNITA rebels, the Second United Nations Angola
of an October 1993 ceasefire, attacks on convoys were
Verification Mission (UNAVEM II) was created. UN
a regular occurrence. In one such attack during 2 Tpt
observers including Irish officers (joined in July 1991) Coy’s tour, a gun battle between the Indian escort and
attended the joint Angolan/UNITA commission meet- a large group of bandits left 11 attackers dead.
ings, established to implement the peace accord. They
In September 1994, the Irish contingent withdrew,
also observed the joint Government/UNITA monitor- although Lt Col Dorcha Lee remained until the mising groups and assisted in the investigation of alleged sion ended in January 1995 with 177 Defence Forces
ceasefire violations. 18 Irish served with the mission
personnel having served.
and this ended in September 1993.
Africa was always a focal point for both Irish and
Next came the United Nations Mission for the
International relief efforts, with the NonReferendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO). When
Governmental Organisations (NGOs) sending in perSpain left in the mid-1970s, Polisario, a nationalist
sonnel and supplies. In 1993, following a request for
movement, proclaimed an independent state, the
volunteers, the Defence Forces allowed individual solSaharwi Arab Democratic Republic. Polisario was
diers to work with GOAL, Concern and ICRC in
backed by Algeria, but Mauritania and Morocco both
Africa. Though working alone and in a civilian strucclaimed the territory and sent troops in. Morocco
ture, the volunteers brought their experience and
occupied the north and the Mauritanians invaded the expertise with them as they served in numerous relief
south, but suffered defeat against the Polisario
efforts throughout Africa.
forces. Following a coup in 1977, Mauritania
In August 1994, 39 personnel deployed to Rwanda
renounced its claim to the territory and Morocco
as part of the Irish Rwanda Support Group (IRSG). At
annexed the former Mauritanian zone.
the time, Rwanda was in the mist of a civil war, with
By 1985, Morocco had constructed a 1,400km long
acts of genocide and thousand of people fleeing the
wall from sand, rock and rubble for protection.
fighting. The IRSG was an unarmed mission, with solPolisario forces were unable to breach the wall and a diers acting as civilians, though as an organised
ceasefire was agreed by the early-90s with the territo- group under the aegis of the United Nations High
ry named Western Sahara. MINURSO personnel
Commission for Refugees. Operating out of their
deployed on both sides of the wall and carried patrols base in Goma, Zaire the contingent of engineers,
(vehicle and air) to monitor the ceasefire. Over 142
logistics and transport specialists assisted in the disIrish officers have served with MINURSO since
tribution of humanitarian relief to thousands of starvSeptember 1991.
ing people. President Mary Robinson in October visitThe next Defence Forces deployment was with
ed the mission and saw at firsthand the efforts of
troops, this time with a more robust mandate. In 1990, IRSG volunteers, who returned home in December
Somalia’s President Barre was ousted by a loose
that year.
band of clans, who soon fell out with each other.
Vicious inter-clan fighting broke out and it led to the
Americas
deaths of 30,000 Somalis, in addition to the estimated Apart from our mission at UN headquarters in New
200,000 who died of famine.
York, the Defence Forces contributed to three UN misAid agencies trying to alleviate the effects of the
sion in Central America and the region. Following indefamine were unable to operate in Somalia because of pendence from Spain, Central America, after a brief
looting and the murder of aid workers. In January
period broke up into Costa Rica, El Salvador,
1992, the Second United Nations Operations in
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. Numerous facSomalia (UNOSOM II) was established. The initial
tions fought guerrilla wars and there was also interferforce strength was inadequate and it was only after a ence by governments in their neighbours’ affairs and at
visit by Ireland’s Foreign Minister David Andrews and times from the two superpowers. The five governments
President Mary Robinson to Somalia, that the govern- held meetings to increase economic co-operation and
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1993
e
26 – Bombing rocks
World Trade Centre in New
York.
t – UN makes Bosnian
town of Srebrenica a safe haven
to protect it from Bosnian Serb
forces.
e 4 – CQMS Declan
Stokes dies on active service in
Lebanon.
g – 1 Tpt Coy UNOSOM II
deploy to Somalia.
e e e 13th – Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzak Rabin and PLO
Leader Yasser Arafat shake
hands on peace deal at the
White House.
O be d – Armn Stephen
O’Connor dies on active service in Lebanon.
O obe
– Five US soldiers
and two helicopters shot down
in fierce fighting in the
Somalia’s capital, Mogadishu.
Dece e
– Irish and
British governments sign The
Joint Declaration to end 25
years of violence in Northern
Ireland.

O obe 26 – Israel and Jordan
sign peace treaty after 46 years
of hostilities.
De e e – John Bruton TD
appointed An Taoiseach.
Dece e
– Hugh Coveney
TD appointed Minister for
Defence.

A peace deal between
the US, the Soviet Union,
Afghanistan and
Pakistan brought an end
to the Soviet occupation
of Afghanistan and
UNGOMAP’s task was to
observe the withdrawal
of Soviet forces.

1988 TO 1998

to end the regional disputes. The United Nations
Observer Group in Central America (ONUCA) was
setup to verify the ending of aid to irregular forces and
attacks by one state on another. In December 1989,
Irish personnel (57 in total) deployed serving as
observers between their headquarters in Honduras
and in 33 verification centres throughout the region.
The mission ended in January 1992.
When ONUCA ended, its personnel moved to the
United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador
(ONUSAL) in El Salvador. Following a peace deal
between the El Salvadorian government and the
Cuban-backed FMLN rebels, ONUSAL role was to
oversee the reduction of the El Salvadorian Army and
to verify that the FMLN became a legitimate political
party and destroyed its weaponry. With its mission
complete, Irish commitment, (six in total) ended in
May 1994.
Haiti, ruled by the Duvalier dynasty since 1957,
erupted into conflict in 1986 following the overthrow
of the dynasty. In the first successful democratic
elections in 1990, Fr Jean-Bertand Aristide was elected president. But he was ousted by Haitian Army personnel, led by Lt Gen Raoul Cedras and human rights
abuses soared, causing a steady exodus of Haitians
to the nearby US.
The United Nations Mission in Haiti (UNMIH) was
1994
e
– Mortar bomb kills established in 1993, but did not fully deploy because
68 people at market in Sarajevo. of the non-cooperation from the Haitian military.
After the US succeeded in getting Cedras to stand
– Ethnic violence
spreads throughout Rwanda.
down, an American Task Force entered Haiti in
0 – Nelson Mandela
September 1994 and handed over to the UN shortly
becomes South African
afterwards. Six Irish officers served with UNMIH until
President.
March 1996. Their tasks included assisting Haiti’s
3 – IRA announce a
ceasefire to its armed struggle. democratic government in protecting key installations
and raising the professionalism of the Haitian armed
O obe
– Loyalists in
Northern Ireland announce
and police forces. Following parliamentary and local
ceasefire.
elections, the mission ended in June 1996.
Asia
Eight Irish officers drawn from UNTSO, UNDOF and
UNIFIL served from April 1988 to March 1990 with
United Nations Goods Offices Mission in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (UNGOMAP). A peace
deal between the US, the Soviet Union, Afghanistan
and Pakistan brought an end to the Soviet occupation
of Afghanistan and UNGOMAP’s task was to observe
the withdrawal of Soviet forces. By March 1990 the
withdrawal was completed and UNGOMAP was disbanded, when the Office of the Secretary General in
Afghanistan and Pakistan (OSGA-P) took over.
This mission was designed to help the Afghan
people find a solution to their own problems.
OSGAPs Military Advisory Unit (MAU) comprised of
one officer from each of ten contributing countries.
Again these were drawn from UNTSO, UNDOF and
UNIFIL and the first head of the MAU was Irishman
Col Patrick Nowlan. Their job was to advise the
Secretary-General Personal Representative on all
military matters. The MAU operated from Islamabad
and Kabul, when in 1994, OSGA-P was renamed
OSGA and its headquarters was moved to Jalalabad,
Afghanistan. Five Irish officers served with OSGA-P
until December 1994 and two officers served with
OSGA until July 1996.
Again in Afghanistan, three Irish officers served
between July 1996 and October 1999 with the United
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1995
A i 9 – A car bomb
explodes in Oklahoma City
killing 80 people.
M y 2 r – Seán Barrett TD
appointed Minister for
Defence
1t – Bosnian Serb army
seized UN safe area of
Srebrenica after Dutch peacekeepers withdraw.
Se e e 2 – Israel and
PLO sign deal in Washington
giving Palestinians control
over much of the West Bank.
N e ber 4 – Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin assassinated.
e
– Bosnia, Serbia
and Croatia sign the Dayton
Accord in Paris to end to the
Balkans war.
1996
eb r 9 – IRA end ceasefire with explosion in London’s
docklands.
i 1 – Israeli Air Force
bomb Hezbollah position in
Beirut.
9 – Bosnian Serb
President Radovan Karadzic
resigns from office.
Se e e 2 – Taleban seize
the Afghan capital, Kabul after
fierce fighting.
N e be
– US President
Bill Clinton wins second term
in office.
1997
J e – Bertie Ahern TD appointed An Taoiseach.
J e – Lt Gen David Stapleton
DSM appointed Force
Commander UNDOF.
e
– David Andrews TD
appointed Minister for
Defence.
A
– Sgt John Lynch
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
A g
t – Princess Diana
dies in car crash in Paris.
Oc e t – Michael Smith TD
appointed Minister for
Defence
N ve e
h – Mary
McAleese becomes President
of Ireland.
e em e 2 – Loyalist Billy
Wright shot dead in the Maze
prison.
1998
u – Defence Forces personnel deploy with OSCE to
Croatia.
e
– Comedian
Dermot Morgan dies.
A i
– The Good Friday
Agreement announced.
e e ber 6 – Pte Michael
Dowling dies on active service
in Lebanon.

2
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Nations Special Mission in Afghanistan (UNSMA).
Its role was to encourage dialogue between the warring Taliban and the Northern Alliance. In 2004 the
mission was amalgamated with the United Nations
Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian
Assistance to Afghanistan.
From June 1989 to June 1992, Brig Gen J Enright
was Chief Military Observer United Nations Military
Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP).
Next came Cambodia, which by the early 1990s was
ravaged by two decades of war, regimes of terror and
intense periods of famine. In October 1991, with the
co-operation of the UN and the Association of South
East Asia Nations, the conflicting parties in Cambodia
signed the Paris Peace Agreement. This saw the
establishment of the United Nations Transitional
Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) in March 1992.
However, when Cambodia’s transitional government
requested UN assistance to fill the interim four
months, the UN establishing the United Nations
Advanced Mission in Cambodia (UNAMIC) in
November 1991 to assist in the process, until UNTAC
could be deployed. UNTAC had an all-encompassing
mandate that included aspects on human rights, the
conduct of free elections, military arrangements, civil
administration, maintenance of law and order, repatriation of refugees and the rehabilitation of essential
infrastructures.
UNAMIC’s military component was to facilitate
communications between the military headquarters of
the Cambodian parties in matters relating to the
observance of the ceasefire and the establishment a
mine awareness group and a Mixed Military Working
Group. Irish involvement (38 in total) ended in 1993.
Europe
With the ending of the Cold War, the Soviet Union and
its satellites clamoured for independence. In particular the break up of Yugoslavia saw Defence Forces
personnel participate in a variety of missions-types,
all designed to end conflict in the Balkans.
Since 1984, Irish officers (over 173 in total) have
served with the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in the Balkans, Georgia
and at OSCE HQ in Vienna. OSCE was created in the
early-70s, as a mechanism to secure resolution of conflicts and the protection of human rights through
peaceful dialogue, as outline in the Helsinki Act
(1975). Throughout the Balkans (and Georgia), OSCE
established missions in Bosnia, Croatia, FRY, FYROM
and Kosovo. The Irish military staff that served with
OSCE operated in an unarmed civilian role and they
brought a wealth of experience in relation to development the organisation’s early warning, crisis management and post-conflict rehabilitation.
With the break up of Yugoslavia right on its
doorstep, the European Union (formerly European
Community) deployed a monitoring mission, designated EUMM to the Balkans in 1991. Again similar to the
OSCE (unarmed and in a white uniform), Irish personnel have operated with the EUMM since 1991. They act
as an early warning system for the EU and assist in
the emerging states in the development of democratic
structures. To date over 224 Defence Forces personnel
have served with the mission.
In late 1991 following the ceasefire between the
warring Serbia and Croatia, the United Nations
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Military Liaison Office in Yugoslavia (UNMLO-Y) was
established. With officers drawn from UNTSO and
UNIKOM, they operated at the headquarters of both
sides along the peace-line and their role was to
enhance communications between both sides and to
seek information on alleged ceasefire breaches.
With United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) setup, UNMLO-Y was disbanded.
Initially established in Croatia to ensure demilitarization of designated areas, UNPROFOR’s mandate
was extended to cover Bosnia Herzegovina, to support humanitarian relief and to monitor ‘no fly’ zones
and safe areas. The mandate was later extended to
the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM)
for preventive monitoring in border areas. Over 36
Irish officers operated with both missions between
January 1992 and January 1996.
Four Irish officers between December 1992 and
March 1993 assisted with the movement of aid convoys with the United Nations High Commission for
Refugees in Yugoslavia (UNHCR-Y) in the former
Yugoslavia under very difficult circumstances.
In February 1996, the United Nations Preventive
Deployment Force (UNPREDEP) took over UNPROFOR, to monitor the border between Albania and the
FYROM. The mission ended when China vetoed its
extension in February 1999. Eight Irish served with the
mission.
Between February 1996 and December 1999, the
Defence Forces sent ten observers to the United
Nations Military Observer Mission in Prevlaka
(UNMOP). This mission was established to monitor
the demilitarisation of the Prevlaka peninsula, an area
disputed by Croatia and the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (FRY).
Ten Irish officers served with the United Nations
Authority in Eastern Slovenia (UNTAES) between
February 1996 and January 1998. This mission was created to oversee the re-integration of Eastern
Slovenia, Baranja and Sirmium into Croatia after the
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The Irish peacekeepers
proved that they were
very capable in taking
on the new challenges
of peace enforcement
working either as an
NGO or in a EU, NATO or
OSCE mission.

1988 TO 1998

Balkans wars. Observers ensured the demilitarisation
of the region and provide security for the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY),
who where carrying out mass grave exhumations.
In May 1997, the Defence Forces sent a 50-strong
MP Contingent, to the UN-mandated NATO-led mission, designated Stabilisation Force (SFOR). SFOR
took over from Implementation Force (IFOR), which
was set up in 1995 after the Dayton Peace
Agreements at the end of the war in Bosnia
Herzegovina. SFOR replaced IFOR in December 1996,
with a mandate to deter the resumption of hostilities,
promoting a climate conducive to the peace process
and providing support to civilian organisations.
The Irish MP Coy HQ, MP Pln and National
Support Element was based in SFOR HQ in Sarajevo
and policed the 8,000 SFOR troops based in the area.
The Irish MP Coy was withdrawn in January 2003,
with 12 Irish personnel remaining at SFOR HQ.
In December 2004, SFOR ended with 636 Irish having served and it was replaced by a EU-led mission,
Operation ‘Althea’.
Now called EUFOR BiH, Defence Forces personnel continue to serve in Bosnia.
Conclusion
By the Summer of 1998, the Defence Forces was still
sending a battalion to UNIFIL, a MP Coy to SFOR
and had soldiers now serving in a variety of UN-mandated missions, either with the UN, EU, OSCE or
NATO. At home, the Defence Forces went through a
process of reorganisation and modernisation. Our
participation on overseas missions was a key strategic output in relation to Defence and Foreign policy.
The Irish peacekeepers proved that they were very
capable in taking on the new challenges of peace
enforcement or working either as an NGO or in a EU,
NATO or OSCE mission.■

Overseas Units
Unit

To/Form

Commander

64 Inf Bn
65 Inf Bn
66 Inf Bn
67 Inf Bn
68 Inf Bn
69 Inf Bn
70 Inf Bn
71 Inf Bn
72 Inf Bn
73 Inf Bn
74 Inf Bn
75 Inf Bn
76 Inf Bn
77 Inf Bn
78 Inf Bn
79 Inf Bn
80 Inf Bn
81 Inf Bn
82 Inf Bn

November to April 1989
May to October 1989
November to April 1990
May to October 1990
November to April 1991
May to October 1991
November to April 1992
May to October 1992
November to April 1993
May to October 1993
November to April 1994
May to October 1994
November to April 1995
May to October 1995
November to April 1996
May to October 1996
November to April 1997
May to October 1997
November to April 1998

Lt Col P McMahon
Lt Col MG Bohan
Lt Col V Blythe
Lt Col W Egar
Lt Col C Mangan
Lt Col F Colclough
Lt Col E Heskin
Lt Col D Taylor
Lt Col R Campion
Lt Col J Martin
Lt Col M Canavan
Lt Col D O‘Regan
Lt Col P Sreenan
Lt Col F Swords
Lt Col M Lucey
Lt Col G McNamara
Lt Col P O‘Sullivan
Lt Col D Earley
Lt Col C Doyle

NOSO
1 Tpt Coy
2 Tpt Coy

August to February 1994
March to August 1995

Comdt M O’Donoghue
Comdt D Conway
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1998
r
– The Good Friday
Agreement heralds a new era of
peace in Northern Ireland.
A g – Lt Gen David Stapleton
appointed Chief of Staff.
A g
– 29 killed in Omagh
bombing.
e e be
– Pte Michael
Dowling dies on active service in
Lebanon.
b 2
Se
– Thousands flee
fighting in Kosovo.
O
- Ireland signs up
for the United Nations Standby
Arrangement System (UNSAS).
No e e t – Minister for
Defence presents the Military
Star (medal) to the families of
soldiers killed in action overseas.
1999
J
– UN General-Secretary
Kofi Annan visits the UNTSI,
Curragh Camp.
J
– An Taoiseach
Bertie Ahern TD makes four-day
visit to troops serving with
UNIFIL and UNTSO.
e
y h – Pte Kevin Barrett
dies on active service in
Lebanon.
2 h – NATO commences
M
air strikes over Serbia and
Kosovo.
– Pte Billy Kedian dies
on active service in Lebanon.
ep e be 5 – Tpr Jonathon
Campbell dies on active service
in Lebanon.
O t
ARW contingent joins
INTERFET mission in East
Timor.
O tobe – Irish Tpt Coy joins
KFOR mission in Kosovo.
No e be – Maj Gen J Vise
appointed Force Commander
UNIKOM.
De
– Ireland joins
Partnership for Peace (PfP).
De e e 5t – Naval Service
vessel LÉ Roisin (P51) commissioned.
e e ber
– New Year’s
revellers toast the new
millennium.
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peaking in the Dáil in 1963, five years after Ireland
had commenced its first peacekeeping mission in
Lebanon, President John F Kennedy remarked that
“from Cork to the Congo, from Galway to the Gaza
Strip, from this legislative assembly to the United
Nations in New York, Ireland is sending its most talented men and women to do the world’s most important
work – the work of peace”. As we now review the most
recent decade in Ireland’s 50 years of unbroken peacekeeping one cannot help but form the opinion that the
more things change the more they stay the same.
Irish soldiers remain deployed throughout the world
doing the world’s most dangerous work, striving to
bring peace and stability to communities who in their
recent history have known nothing but conflict, violence, displacement, malnutrition and hopelessness.
We know that this is a noble undertaking because Irish
peacekeepers have been awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize for their work; but appreciating the nobility of
your effort only gets you so far. The rest of it comes
from continuing to put boots on the ground, interfacing
with warlords and legitimate leaders alike, and taking
risks on behalf of those who are most in need of assistance. So when we look then at this last decade we see
several new deployments in new missions where we
have employed the same peacekeeping principles and
methods that have served us so well in the past. In that
context, and in order to review the last ten years, not
surprisingly we start with Lebanon.

S

Irish soldiers remain
deployed throughout
the world doing the
world’s most dangerous work, striving to
bring peace and stability to communities
who in their recent
history have known
nothing but conflict,
violence, displacement, malnutrition
and hopelessness.
4
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Lebanon
By 1998 the conflict in Lebanon had crystallised into
open conventional warfare between Hezbollah on one
side and the Israeli army (IDF) on the other. The 1996
April Understanding did not achieve peace. Rather, it
simply ensured that neither party to the conflict
would deliberately target civilians or UN positions.
After that they could do more or less what they wanted - and do it they did. However, as 1999 drew to a
close it was obvious that the balance of power was
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shifting. Utilising TOW missiles supplied by Iran
through Syria, Hezbollah upped the ante and when
Prime Minister Ehud Barak succumbed to political
pressure at home and agreed to withdraw the IDF the
game was effectively up. In May 2000 UNIFIL watched
as the IDF conducted a tactical withdrawal from
Lebanon, the South Lebanon Army (SLA/DFF) collapsed, and Hezbollah fighters rushed in to claim the
spoils of war. Thereafter Brig Gen Jim Sreenan,
together with a number of other Irish officers, commenced the torturous work of drawing the Blue Line
between Lebanon and Israel, and thereafter certified
that UN Security Council Resolution 425 of 1978 had
finally been complied with.
After so many years working for peace in
Lebanon, and taking so many casualties in the course
of that pursuit, it was fitting that Ireland would play a
significant part in this process and bring closure to
our longstanding commitment to the poor people of
South Lebanon.
Unfortunately, Hezbollah did not see fit to close
this chapter completely and on October 7th 2000
attacked again across the Blue Line into Israel.
Instead of robustly responding to this violation the
International Community chose appeasement and
thereby indicated a certain toleration of what had
taken place. This failure set the tone for the coming
years and ongoing cross-border violations continued
intermittently.
As UNIFIL downsized it was decided to end
Ireland’s 23-year involvement in the region and in 2001
‘IRISHBATT’ finally came home when 89 Inf Bn finished its tour of duty.
However, the ‘relative peace’ was destined not to
last and matters again came to a head in July 2006
when Hezbollah again launched another unprovoked
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2000
J
– Irish officers appointed to ESDP/PfP in Brussels.
– Disruptive Pattern
Material (DPM) uniforms go
on general issue.
e
y h – Ptes Declan
Deere, Brendan Fitzpatrick,
Matthew Lawler and John
Murphy die on active service in
Lebanon.
2 – Hezbollah make
M
gains in Lebanon.
J
6 – Lt Gen Colm Mangan
appointed Chief of Staff.
er
O
– President
Slobodan Milosevic of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
resigns.
emb – Irish troops join
UNMEE mission in Ethopia
and Eritrea.
e e e 3 – Governor
George Bush elected US
President.
2001
e
y 6 – Ariel Sharon
becomes Israel’s Prime
Minister.
r 15 – Pte Peadar Ó
Flaithearta dies on active service in East Timor.
J e – Defence Forces accept its
first batch of Mowag APCs.
e e be
– Twin Towers
collapse after terrorist attack.
A
– DR Eileen Doyle
appointed chairperson to look
at bullying in the Defence
Forces.
e
be
– Naval Servcie
vessel LÉ Niamh (P52) commissioned.
O
– US warplanes
bomb Talaben targets in
Afghanistan.
O o e 2 d – IRA begins
decommissioning its weapons.
2002
J
y 1 t – The Euro becomes
the currency of 12 EU countries, including Ireland.
A l – Maj Gen Carl Dodd
becomes Chief of Staff
UNTSO.
J
h – Defence Forces personnel join ISAF in
Afghanistan.
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attack across the Blue Line and the incident developed into what became known as the ‘Summer War’,
which claimed the lives of over 1,200 Lebanese and
300 Israeli civilians.
The UN decided to reinforce the UNIFIL mission
and in response to a request from the UN Security
Council, Ireland returned one more time to Lebanon
as part of a Finn/Irish battalion and remained there
for a twelve-month period, based this time near the
town of Ebel es Saqi.
The ‘new’ UNIFIL has a hard edge comprised of
mechanised brigades from Spain and Italy with a
French tank battalion in reserve based in the old
IRISHBATT area of operations. UNIFIL positions do
not look like the old days; today they are massive fortified encampments reminiscent of another time when
Crusaders travelled through the land, and it remains
uncertain whether this huge international security
presence, now numbering in excess of 10,000 soldiers,
will ultimately have any impact on those who live in
the region and remain entirely focused on their own
long term political and military objectives.
Sadly, while our contribution to Lebanon with
ground forces is now at an end we can only say that
we probably left the place in a marginally better condition than that in which we first found it. In Lebanon
the only certainty is that the more things change the
more they will definitely stay the same, and in all
probability another round of fighting is destined to
erupt in the not too distant future.

Kosovo
Our contribution to international peace and security
during this period was not exclusively confined to the
Middle East. In 1999, following the NATO air bombardment of Serbia, Ireland became part of the
NATO/PfP KFOR mission to Kosovo, which began
with 50,000 troops provided by 36 contributing
nations. Our initial contribution consisted of a transport company, based at Camp Clark at Lipljan 15km

2003
e
– Space shuttle
Columbia explodes after takeoff
killing seven astronauts.
J – Defence Forces personnel
take part in EU mission
Operation Artemis in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
O obe
– LÉ Niamh drops
off Army reconnaissance in
Monrovia, Liberia.
N em e – Brig Gen Bob
Fitzgerald appointed Chief of
Staff UNMIL.
No e be – 90 Inf Bn deploys to
UNMIL in Liberia.
No e e 2 – Sgt Derec
Mooney dies on active service
in Liberia.
De e er t – Saddam
Hussein captured.
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south of Pristina and part of Multi-National Brigade
Centre.
In October 2003 this unit was replaced by a mechanised infantry group and Irish troops stood firm during
serious rioting in Gracanica in March 2004. The MultiNational Brigade Centre has now transformed itself
into Multi-National Task Force Centre (MNTF-C), of
which Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty was appointed Task
Force Commander in 2007. The change to a mechanised infantry unit was an historic occasion for the
Defence Forces and indicated the manner in which our
peacekeeping doctrine and practice has evolved since
those tentative steps in Lebanon back in 1958.

1998 TO 2008
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Liberia
However, without doubt the most significant deployment for the Defence Forces within the past ten years
has been our contribution to the UNMIL mission in
Liberia, where in November 2003 Ireland joined a
15,000-strong mission mandated by UN Security
Council Resolution 1509.
On this occasion we deployed a mechanised battalion in partnership with a Swedish mechanised company, together forming UNMIL’s Quick Reaction Force
(QRF). Based 10kms north of the capital, Monrovia,
the QRF quickly became recognised as a force to be
reckoned with as the combined unit patrolled the
country in its Mowag APCs and CV90 IFVs.
When serious rioting erupted in Monrovia in
November 2004 the QRF played a crucial role in
quelling the violence and thereafter provided the
much needed stability that facilitated a return to
democratic government and the election of Ellen
Johnson Serleaf as Liberia’s President.
In fact, the effectiveness of the QRF in Liberia has
been instrumental in changing UN peacekeeping doctrine. Following numerous evaluations of the military
component of UNMIL it has been recommended and
accepted that all future UN deployments should contain a QRF based on the Irish/Swedish Liberian Model.
In the context of latter day international peacekeeping
this development is extremely noteworthy and reflects
the reality that Ireland is no longer a mere participant
in peacekeeping missions but also influences the evolution of future UN peacekeeping doctrine.
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2004
e
2 – Lt Gen Jim
Sreenan appointed Chief of
Staff.
c
– 170 killed in
Madrid train bombing.
e e be 29 – Mr Willie
O’Dea becomes Minister for
Defence
N e e 1 – PLO leader
Yasser Arafat dies.
2005
A 2 – Pope John Paul II
dies.
A r 2 – Syrian troops leave
Lebanon.
J 2 – IRA declares end to
armed struggle.
e e be t – Paulyn Marrinan
Quinn SC appointed
Ombudsman for the Defence
Forces.
2006
M
29 h – Irish troops provide security for Former
Liberian President Charles
Taylor move to the UN Special
Court in Sierra Leone.
O o e
– ‘Soldiers and
Chief’ exhibit opens in National
Museum of Ireland Collins Bks,
Dublin.
O ober
– 34 Inf Gp UNIFIL
deploy to Lebanon.
2007
J ay
– Mr Ban Ki-moon
appointed UN SecretaryGeneral.
A
– Lt Gen Dermot Earley
appointed Chief of Staff.
M
– 96 Inf Bn UNMIL
return to Ireland.
– Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty
appointed Comd MNTF (C)
KFOR in Kosovo.
O o e – Lt Gen Pat Nash
appointed Op Comd EUFOR
Chad.
2008
e
y h – Kosovo declares
its independence.
e
– ARW deploy as
SOTG with EUFOR in Chad.
y
– Mr Brian Cowen TD
becomes An Taoiseach.
J ne – 97 Inf Bn deploy with
EUFOR in Chad.

Irish soldiers have also
served in East Timor,
Afghanistan, FYROM,
Iraq, Kuwait, Pakistan,
Cyprus and New York
and this combined
effort has ensured
that Ireland continues
to punch above its
weight when it comes
to international peacekeeping.
8
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Other Missions
Throughout the last decade we have also supplied
personnel to the SFOR mission in Bosnia as it
changed into a monitoring and verification mission.
Our observers continue to man observation posts
in Lebanon, the Golan Heights, Congo, Ivory Coast
and Western Sahara, and in November 2000 an Irish
guard and administrative component deployed to the
UNMEE mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea, completing
630 tours of duty before our participation ended in
June 2003.
Irish soldiers have also served in East Timor,
Afghanistan, FYROM, Iraq, Kuwait, Pakistan, Cyprus
and New York and this combined effort has ensured
that Ireland continues to punch above its weight when
it comes to international peacekeeping.
Addressing a parade in McKee Bks in October
2004 the then Secretary General of the United
Nations, Kofi Anan, was quite clear in his evaluation
of Irish peacekeepers, “Today,” he said, “one of our
most pressing needs is for highly trained specialised
units to act as force multipliers in helping us carry out
the complex and difficult work of contemporary
peacekeeping. Ireland responds to that need by providing the United Nations with highly skilled units,
one of which is now serving in Liberia.”
“In doing so,” he stated, “Ireland sets an example
to our European Union partners, and to the wider
world, of genuine commitment to the most difficult
tasks of United Nations Peacekeeping.”

Conclusion
In 2008 the Defence Forces are focused on a new
peacekeeping deployment that poses challenges and
opportunities never encountered before. A mechanised battalion has just deployed to Chad in order to
provide a safe and secure environment for thousands
of refugees and displaced people who occupy several

June 2008

transit camps along the border with Sudan. The climate is severe, the conditions extremely difficult, and
logistic re-supply a military nightmare. Nevertheless,
the Defence Forces have embraced the opportunity
and after detailed planning at the Operational HQ in
Paris, which is commanded by Lt Gen Pat Nash and
manned by several Irish officers and NCOs, we are
now postured to undertake what everyone accepts will
be our most difficult mission yet.
We have come along way since 1958 and 85 of our
colleagues have paid the ultimate price in the service
of international peace. However, that sacrifice has not
been in vain and we have learned well from every
experience encountered during the past 50 years.
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1998 TO 2008

In 2058, when An Cosantóir charts the history of 100
years of unbroken peacekeeping service by Irish
troops, another commentator will attempt to evaluate
our contribution and our place in the world at that
time. In the interim we will probably have deployed in
several other dangerous places and many of them may
well be more difficult and more challenging than Chad.
However, I have no doubt that 50 years from now his,
or her, evaluation will also record that the more things
have changed the more they have stayed the same and
Ireland’s contribution will continue to be assessed as
“punching above its weight” in an ever evolving international peace and security environment.■

Overseas Units 1998 to 2008
Unit
UN
83 Inf Bn
84 Inf Bn
85 Inf Bn
86 Inf Bn
87 Inf Bn
88 Inf Bn
89 Inf Bn

To/Form

Commander

May to October 1998
November 1998 to April 1999
May to October 1999
November 1999 to April 2000
May to October 2000
November 2000 to April 2001
May to October 2001

Lt Col M O‘Dwyer
Lt Col S Downes
Lt Col P Nash
Lt Col B Donagh
Lt Col C Moore
Lt Col D Ashe
Lt Col G Hegarty

K OR
1 Tpt Coy
2 Tpt Coy
3 Tpt Coy
4 Tpt Coy
5 Tpt Coy
6 Tpt Coy
7 Tpt Coy
8 Tpt Coy
27 Inf Gp
28 Inf Gp
29 Inf Gp
30 Inf Gp
31 Inf Gp
32 Inf Gp
33 Inf Gp
35 Inf Gp
FN KFOR
37 Inf Gp
38 Inf Gp

October 1999 to April 2000
April to October 2000
October 2000 to April 2001
April to October 2001
October 2001 to April 2002
April to October 2002
October 2002 to April 2003
April to October 2003
October 2003 to April 2004
April to October 2004
October 2004 to April 2005
April to October 2005
October 2005 to April 2006
April to October 2006
October 2006 to April 2007
April to October 2007
August 2007 to date
October 2007 to April 2008
April 2008 to date

Comdt M Gibson
Comdt M McDermott
Comdt T Rigney
Comdt J Carroll
Comdt B Daly
Comdt J Dawson
Comdt M McEnery
Comdt J Egan
Lt Col M Finn
Lt Col T Doyle
Lt Col A Kilfeather
Lt Col D Fitzgerald
Lt Col Nugent
Lt Col D Bracken
Lt Col B Reade
Lt Col E Colclough
Brig Gen G Hegarty
Lt Col M Murray
Lt Col M Murphy

N
1 Guard Con
2 Guard Con
3 Guard Con

November 2001 to April 2002
April to November 2002
November 2002 to April 2003

Lt Col B O’Hara
Lt Col D Pendergast
Lt Col R King

N
90 Inf Bn
91 Inf Bn
92 Inf Bn
93 Inf Bn
94 Inf Bn
95 Inf Bn
96 Inf Bn

November 2003 to May 2004
May to November 2004
November 2004 to May 2005
May to November 2005
November 2005 to May 2006
May to November 2006
November 2006 to May 2007

Lt Col P Moran
Lt Col T Behan
Lt Col J Long
Lt Col D Carbury
Lt Col JJ O’Reilly
Lt Col M McMahon
Lt Col M Kennedy

UN
34 Inf Gp
36 Inf Gp

October 2006 to April 2007
April to October 2007

Lt Col W Harrington
Lt Col M McCarthy

June to date

Lt Col P McDaniels

U OR C
97 Inf Bn

d
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NE was founded in 1952 with “Cuimhnímís” (“We
Remember“) as our motto and remembrance of
our dead comrades is still very much part of our
annual activities. Our two major national remembrance ceremonies are Lá na bhFiann held at Arbour
Hill on Easter Sunday and Niemba Day held at Cathal
Brugha Barracks in early November. In addition every
branch throughout the country has a remembrance
Mass and wreath laying ceremony during the year.
Other objectives, such as socialisation and comradeship, are still very much part of the organisation.
A major change in ONE dates from the late 1980s
when three homeless ex-soldiers died on the streets
of Dublin during a very harsh winter. ONE acted
swiftly and ten members raised funds by remortgaging their homes. Further fundraising ensued, which
led to the building of the first Bru na bhFiann in
Queen St, Dublin.
Because the organisation had taken a new direction
a new main aim was adopted, namely “the welfare of
ex-servicemen and women by way of providing accommodation to homeless, elderly or disabled members in
need of such domestic accommodation and shelter

O

President Mary McAleese, Dr
Martin McAleese and Lt Gen
Dermot Earley (Chief of Staff)
with members of ONE and
IUNVA at this year’s Military
Pilgrimage to Lourdes.

As we celebrate 50 Years of
Peacekeeping by the Defence
Forces it gives ONE particular
pleasure to be invited to write a
few words to mark this proud
occasion. Indeed, the majority of
our members are veterans of
peacekeeping missions overseas
as are many of our residents.
By Lt Gen Gerry McMahon DSM,
Chairman ONE.

and any other assistance required”.The original aims
still of course remain but as subsidiary objectives.
Because it was now a major charity ONE had to
become a company limited by guarantee and not having
a share capital.The new company was granted charitable status in the name of ONETeoranta, or ONET.
ONE now runs three residential homes throughout
the country, the new Brú na bhFiann in Smithfield,
Dublin, Beechwood House in Letterkenny, and
Custume House in Athlone. In these houses we
accommodate and sustain 40 residents. In addition,
at the time of writing we are planning to take over
another house for ten residents in Limerick, which is
currently being run by the local Patrick Sarsfield
Branch of ONE.
All of this charitable activity of course costs money.
In 2007 the overall gross costs came to almost €1million. Thankfully, we receive support from Dublin City
Council, Westmeath County Council, Athlone Town
Council and Letterkenny Town Council. Commencing
2008 we will also be receiving an annual subvention
from the Department of Defence towards our administration costs. This will free up funds for the homes.
Further funds are raised through the rent our residents pay and from serving and retired members of
the Defence Forces who contribute €2 per month
from their pay cheques/pensions.
In 2007 our branches raised €106,600 through
membership subs, donations, a national raffle, the
ONE lotto, and local collections. However, we still
had to commit some of our dwindling reserves to balance the books.
In 2008 we are planning two major national
fundraising events, a national golf classic in August
and a national raffle in September, and we ask for
your support.
Defence Forces units, both overseas and at home
have an excellent record in fundraising for various
charities, so could I be so bold as to suggest that
some might adopt us as their charity?
Finally, if you are retiring you might consider joining ONE. It is a no-rank organisation with branches
countrywide. You can even found your own branch if
you have ten like-minded individuals. The annual sub
is €20 and one can either be an active member or a
‘silent partner‘.■

ONE
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The Organisation of National
Ex-Servicemen and Women (ONE)
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By Maj Gen
Vincent Savino
President IUNVA

Minister for Defence
Mr Willie O’Dea TD at the
wreath laying ceremony at
IUNVA HQ in Arbour Hill.
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t was just another miserable winter’s day and
another sad occasion, a funeral was taking place in
West Dublin of another “unknown” soldier. This
interment was a little different. There was no immediate family; no flag; the man being buried had been
found dead outside the gutter of Collins Bks. He was
buried in a grave organised by the Command Welfare
office and it was a stark reminder of what could happen any lonely soldier.
A group of us came together afterwards and
bemoaned the fact that someone who had served his
country so well, at home and overseas, should end his
days in such a miserable way. A decision was made to
come together to see what we could do about this situation, and to prevent further tragedies. After several
meetings it was decided to form an association that
would help to alleviate the problems of many of our
veterans living out their lives in similar circumstances.
A small ad hoc committee undertook to cobble
together a constitution, and so the Irish UN Veterans
Association was born. Among the founding members
were several who were still serving and they too
worked to start up the fledging organisation.
An ‘apartment’ in Stoneybatter was rented. It was
dubbed ‘Niemba House’ and after rudimentary fittings were acquired the then MoD, the late Mr Brian
Lenihan TD, officially recognised the new association
and declared the house open in late 1990.
The initial subscription was £5 so that even the
least well off was not inhibited in joining.
A veteran would be anyone who served overseas
successfully in a UN-mandated mission. Fund raising
continued and flags and pennants were designed and
purchased. A uniform was agreed on and the first full
committee assembled and debated the next stages.
The constitution was approved and printed and we
attended our first St Patrick’s Day Parade in Dublin
to great acclaim.
By this time several other posts had been
formed, and the first national convention was held
in Dublin Airport. Contacts were made with the
Veterans of Foreign Wars from the USA and representatives from Boston came to Dublin to

I
Irish
United
Nations
Veterans
Association
(IUNVA)
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parade with us and to offer advice.
In line with one of the tenets of our constitution,
that studies be initiated into post traumatic stress
disorder among our veterans, a FÁS scheme was initiated. Three psychologists set out to interview veterans from all over the Republic and after over two
years of hard work a report was complied and promulgated. This report caused much interest in official
quarters, and helped to initiate the setting up of the
Personnel Support Service system in the PDF.
In time more IUNVA posts were established. Some
flourished, while others subsided as key people moved
on. The most recent post established was the 30th Post,
in Galway, and membership continues to grow.
Monuments to our overseas dead have been erected in
Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Tipperary, Athlone and
Mullingar and are a credit to those posts that raised the
funds to inscribe the names of our gallant comrades
who gave their lives in the service of peace. We are
pledged to ensure that their sacrifice is never forgotten.
On a broader score we have marched with other
veterans in Boston, New York, New Orleans, and
Delaware, in the USA, and in Northern Ireland,
London, Liverpool, France and the Netherlands. We are
associated with the Soldiers of Peace International in
France and with the World Veterans Federation.
Above all, IUNVA continues to have as its main
thrust the welfare of our veterans whatever their situation. Our Curragh post maintains a house for veterans who are without homes and currently four members live in comfort there.
The profile of the Association at home and abroad
continues to grow. Our headquarters at Arbour Hill is
now a source of great pride to us all and we appreciate the support given by An tAire, Mr Willie O’Dea
TD, the Dept of Defence and above all the PDF. Our
next major fundraising event will be held in the
National Concert Hall on September 8th, where
Geraldine Brannigan and Phil Coulter, who visited us
in Lebanon will head the bill. We hope all of our supporters will attend what promises to be, a gala occasion. For more about IUNVA, contact the Honourary
Secretary IUNVA at 01-6791262.■
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